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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 

Keeping it Cool: Approaching Global Climate Change as a Socioscientific Issue  
to Support Science Teachers Looking to Address the NGSS 

 
by 
 

Kelley Tuong-Vy Le 
Doctor of Education 

 
University of California, Los Angeles, 2019 

Professor Kimberley Gomez, Chair 
 

The newly adopted Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) requires that California 

secondary science teachers integrate global climate change (GCC) content into their curriculum, 

but research reveals major inconsistencies in teaching GCC content across the nation. The 

teaching inconsistencies are due to factors such as the lack of scientific literacy, deep GCC 

content knowledge, and effective teaching methods needed to address politically controversial 

issues. Other barriers to successfully teaching GCC are weak curriculum and confusion among 

teachers regarding scientific consensus on the topic. One solution to addressing the teaching 

inconsistencies calls for teachers to receive GCC education to obtain skills, knowledge, and 

resources needed to effectively educate students.  

Focusing on only Los Angeles, initial research revealed that very few organizations offer 

any type of GCC education to science teachers. As a result, I worked with local and national 

science directors to create a multi-day GCC workshop for secondary science teachers to 

effectively teach the politically controversial topic. The program was designed using the 

Socioscientific Issues (SSI) Framework along with six criteria identified by researchers studying 

effective GCC education programs. This program was solution oriented and encouraged teachers 
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to teach GCC as a socioscientific issue to empower both teachers and students to take action on 

climate change. 

As an explanatory mixed-methods study, I analyzed teachers as participants of a GCC 

educational program and their perceptions of how the GCC program will inform their teaching. 

The methods include pre-and post-surveys, daily open-ended reflection surveys, personal 

interviews, and follow-up surveys to measure the effect of the program on teachers. The surveys 

revealed an increased level of confidence in teacher content knowledge and ability to teach 

students about GCC, a shift in reasons for why teachers want to learn about GCC, and helpful 

program components identified by participants that promoted learning, curricula design, and 

helpful teaching strategies. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

The newly adopted Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) requires that California 

secondary science teachers integrate global climate change (GCC) content into their 

curriculum, but research reveals major inconsistencies in teaching GCC content across the 

nation (Bunten & Dawson, 2014; Carter & Wiles, 2014; Hestness, McDonald, Breslyn, 

McGinnis, & Mouza, 2014; Plutzer et al., 2016). The teaching inconsistencies are due to factors 

such as the lack of scientific literacy, deep GCC content knowledge, and need for effective 

teaching methods to address politically controversial issues. Other barriers to successfully 

teaching GCC are weak curriculum and confusion among teachers regarding scientific 

consensus on the topic (Bunten & Dawson, 2014; Dawson, 2012; Hansen, 2010). One solution 

to addressing the teaching inconsistencies calls for teachers to receive GCC education to obtain 

skills, knowledge, and resources needed to effectively educate students (Hestness et al., 2014; 

Johnson et al., 2008; Liu, Roehrig, Bhattacharya, & Varma, 2015; McCaffrey, 2015; Shea, 

Mouza, & Drewes, 2016; Van Zee, Roberts-Harris, & Grobart, 2016).    

 The National Science Teachers Association (NSTA), National Center for Science 

Education (NCSE), and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) contend 

that there is a need for students to learn about GCC content to help them to become informed 

science policy decision makers. Along with being held accountable for the NGSS, Los Angeles 

is a prime location for offering GCC education to teachers because the city mayor 

acknowledges GCC and supports efforts to mitigate its effects. Mayor Garcetti’s Sustainable 

City pLAn makes Los Angeles a leader in tackling environmental issues such as GCC. By 
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prioritizing the development of green jobs to combat and respond to foreseeable climate change 

problems, the 

mayor is also addressing environmental justice issues to help marginalized communities by the 

year 2035. Los Angeles educators need proper training to teach GCC content to students in a 

city that will undergo drastic changes as a direct result of transforming into a resilient city due 

to environmental threats such as GCC.  

 The NGSS holds educators accountable for GCC content, yet free educational 

workshops needed to prepare teachers in the field are difficult to find or accept a small number 

of participants. A vast body of research stresses the need for more professional development 

opportunities for teachers that specifically addresses GCC (Boon, 2015; Hestness et al., 2014; 

Plutzer et al., 2016; Shea, 2016; Wise, 2010). The California Regional Environmental 

Education Community Network (CREEC) lists over 30 local organizations in Los Angeles that 

address environmental education in some way. Only two of those local organizations 

(Aquarium of the Pacific and Cabrillo Marine Aquarium) offer some type of GCC education 

workshop for educators, and they are only offered to approximately 30 teachers in one session 

once a year. Most Los Angeles organizations such as Heal the Bay, Aquarium of the Pacific, 

The TreePeople, and others offer environmental education with a very small segment dedicated 

to GCC. There are also few online organizations that offer free GCC education through 

webinars, but the information is not always centered on relevant needs of a particular 

population, area, or state. This is problematic because research reveals that students and 

teachers are more likely to accept data presented on GCC when the information shows a direct 

impact on their lives and to their communities (Hestness, McGinnis, Riedinger, & Marbach-Ad, 

2011; Kolstø, 2001; Monroe, Plate, Oxarart, Bowers, & Chaves, 2017; Sadler, Barab, & Scott, 
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2007; Somerville & Hassol, 2011). Also noteworthy, a 2011 survey conducted by the National 

Earth Science Teachers Association (NESTA) showed that only 18% of respondents (of 1,909) 

prefered self-paced web seminars when learning about climate change for professional 

development compared to 50% who preferred in-person workshops nearby (Johnson, 2011).  

According to the 2011 survey results from the NESTA, 54% of teachers (out of 1,909 

participants) stated the need for more resources on GCC content and teaching materials. In a 

more recent 2014-2015 survey, approximately 67% of secondary teachers (out of 1,500) asked 

for more professional development opportunities specific to GCC (Plutzer et al., 2016). The 

NGSS has the ability to catalyze GCC learning opportunities for public science educators in the 

coming years. Although many individuals are not aware of the scientific consensus regarding 

GCC, the new standards and the NSTA supports the evidence put forth by the scientific 

community that GCC is caused by human activities (Lambert & Bleicher, 2013; Liftig, 2012; 

McCaffrey, 2015; NSTA, 2016). In order to address the NGSS and equip students with skills 

needed to make informed decisions regarding public science policy, this research looks at the 

impact of GCC education on secondary science educators. Ultimately, GCC education is 

needed to provide educators with content knowledge and resources, but the lack of professional 

development programs and workshops pose a major issue. 

Background 

Since the new state standards require secondary science teachers to cover GCC content, 

teachers need training on how to do so effectively to prepare students. Given the controversial 

nature of GCC, students get GCC information regardless of whether or not teachers include the 

content in the classroom (Kolstø, 2001; Sadler et al., 2004). GCC is considered a controversial 

socioscientific issue because of efforts by well-funded disinformation campaigns, 
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misinformation disseminated by the media, and the lack of scientific literacy among the public 

(Bunten & Dawson, 2014; Lambert & Bleicher, 2013; Maibach, Myers, & Leiserowitz, 2014; 

Somerville & Hassol, 2011). Although 97% of the scientific community agrees that GCC is a 

real threat and is a result of human activities, most educators are unaware of the scientific 

consensus (Cook et al., 2013, 2016; Somerville & Hassol, 2011). Studies indicate that many 

science educators do not learn about GCC during their undergraduate education, therefore more 

educational programs need to be offered that train teachers to effectively integrate GCC content 

into their curriculum (Hestness et al., 2014; Lambert & Bleicher, 2013; Liu et al., 2015; Plutzer 

et al., 2016; Sadler et al., 2004). Secondary teachers need training on the GCC content 

knowledge, resources, and skills to help students become informed decision makers. Providing 

educators with a GCC educational workshop will support teachers to learn how to successfully 

integrate the NGSS and content into their curriculum. 

The Need for Global Climate Change Education Among Science Educators 

Although the NGSS requires that California secondary educators teach GCC content, 

teachers report avoiding the topic because they considered it highly controversial and still 

debated among the scientific community (Hestness et al., 2011; Liftig, 2012; Maibach et al., 

2014). When science educators receive GCC information from media sources, the information 

may not reflect scientific research or may portray climate science as controversial. Maibach et 

al. (2014) found that 42% of Americans believe that most scientists think that GCC is 

happening, and 33% believe that there is no scientific consensus. This is problematic when 

97% of the scientific community agrees that GCC is occurring and due to human related 

activities (Cook et al., 2013, 2016; Maibach et al., 2014). The lack of climate change awareness 
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and scientific literacy surrounding GCC highlights the need to prepare science educators on 

GCC content and its impacts. 

Along with avoiding GCC because of its controversial nature, science educators also 

report lacking GCC content knowledge and confidence needed to address the socioscientific 

issues (Hestness et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2008; Lambert & Bleicher, 2013; Liu et al., 2015). 

Numerous studies and surveys reveal that both teachers and students have weak understandings 

of the science of GCC (Caranto & Pitpitunge, 2015; Dawson, 2012; Ekborg & Areskoug, 2006; 

Hestness et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2008; Lambert & Bleicher, 2013). The misconceptions 

range from not knowing the scientific consensus to confusing the ozone layer with the 

greenhouse effect. The misunderstandings among teachers influence their science curriculum, 

which may also influence their decision to teach GCC content and to what depth. To address 

these misconceptions, GCC education can potentially prepare science teachers who are 

normally not exposed to GCC content in their undergraduate studies. This research will address 

the following research questions: 

1. What do teachers know about global climate change? 

2. Why do teachers say they want to teach global climate change? 

3. According to teachers who complete a program on GCC as a socioscientific issue, 

a. What components do teachers report as being most useful in learning about 

GCC? 

b. What components do teachers report as being most useful to design curriculum? 

c. What components do teachers report as being most useful to their classroom 

instruction? 
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4. In what ways, if any, will participation in an educational program emphasizing GCC as 

a socioscientific issue have an influence on how educators teach climate science? 

Overview of Research Design 

 The proposed explanatory mixed-methods study will identify what teachers know about 

GCC, factors that teachers report influence their decision to integrate GCC content into their 

curriculum, perceived benefits and challenges of the program using teacher feedback, 

evaluation of a GCC educational program, and any growth in teaching GCC as a socioscientific 

issue. Since it has become increasingly clear that there are limited amount of programs 

available that address the NGSS and GCC, a three-day program was created to offer GCC 

education to Los Angeles County public secondary science educators for this study. The 

educational program incorporated teaching strategies recommended by numerous studies on 

effective GCC education (See Chapter Two), local climate scientists, and national educational 

directors from leading organizations on GCC. Pictures of the workshops will be included in 

Appendix L, and details of the program can be viewed in Appendix G.  

Data in the form of pre- and post-surveys, teacher created curriculum maps, and daily 

reflections will be collected and analyzed. To shed light on the first three research questions, 

participants will complete a pre-survey to identify their reasons for wanting to teach GCC, their 

current knowledge of climate science, and their current alignment with teaching about 

socioscientific issues (See Appendix D). Additional questions will gather demographic 

information on teacher participants and the types of schools they work in. 

On the last day of the program, a post-survey will be administered to measure any 

changes in the first three research questions and address question four. The questions will 

assess perceptions of the program’s effectiveness, identify areas of improvement, and will seek 
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to identify changes in teachers’ perceptions of GCC (See Appendix E). It is also important to 

identify what teachers feel is missing, where they still need support, and whether or not they 

intend to implement the program content and the lessons created during the program. All 

curriculum created by teachers will be collected at the end of each day, scanned, and later 

analyzed for data to identify how teachers see the GCC content fitting into their curriculum.  

To gain a deeper understanding of teachers’ perspectives on the workshops, I will also 

interview nine participants after the completion of the program. The nine teachers will be 

selected based on strength of lessons created during the workshops to identify possible 

elements of the program that might have helped them in their curricular design (See Chapter 

Three). The objective of the interviews will be to determine what in-service teachers need to 

effectively teach students climate science, the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the program, 

what components they feel will work in their classes, how they plan to proceed with the 

information after the workshop is over, and to probe about the impact of approaching GCC as a 

socioscientific issue (See Appendix F). Through the interview questions, I also intend to ask 

teachers about their future plans regarding what they have learned to better understand whether 

or not the workshop had an influence on their content knowledge and curriculum design. 

Lastly, to understand the lasting effects of the program, a three-question follow up survey will 

also be administered to all participants to determine if teachers are still using the resources and 

teaching GCC as a SSI.  

Research Site & Population 

Providing this educational program allowed for teachers to learn more about climate 

science as it relates to the NGSS, while creating relevant GCC curriculum for their students. 

Participants were all in-service teachers ranging from first year teachers to experienced teachers 
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in the areas of Physical Science, Life Science, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and Environmental 

Science. In-service educators refer to teachers that are currently in the teaching profession and 

teaching independently in their own classrooms. The multi-day program was offered at four 

non-profit environmental organizations in Los Angeles (L.A.). These organizations included 

Heal the Bay (Santa Monica), Reef Check California (Marina Del Rey), Aquarium of the 

Pacific (Long Beach), and Cabrillo Marine Aquarium (San Pedro). Lastly, the sample 

population will consist of 40 public secondary science educators (Grades 6-12) in L.A. seeking 

free training on climate change content to fulfill the NGSS. Teachers were recruited through an 

emailed flyer sent to all L.A. County science educators, science department chairs, and school 

administrators (See Appendix C). The program was also promoted through the National Center 

for Science Education (NCSE) newsletter, L.A. County of Education (LACOE) newsletter, 

UCLA California Nanosystems Institute (CNSI), and by email to all L.A. university teacher 

education programs. 

Significance of Research 

Research reveals that teachers are currently not able to teach GCC content because they 

lack confidence, content knowledge, believe it is too controversial, or do not possess a strong 

understanding of how to address the socioscientific issues by teaching students the nature of 

science (Bunten & Dawson, 2014; Carter & Wiles, 2014; Hestness et al., 2014; Plutzer et al., 

2016). Although there were a few workshops available, there were no multi-day programs in 

L.A. that focus solely on GCC to address the NGSS. Due to GCC being a politically 

controversial topic, teachers need strong content knowledge and knowledge of how this address 

the standards to support their integration of the subject in an objective way in the classroom.  
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This study fills the gap needed in providing teachers with GCC content knowledge and 

resources, while also revealing teachers’ perceptions about GCC education and ways to 

improve programs moving forward. As the new standards begin to require that students 

understand climate science, more education regarding this topic will be needed to prepare 

teachers. This study targets in-service secondary science teacher programs and educational 

program designers looking to offer GCC education to support the NGSS or scientific literacy 

efforts. This study hopes to shed light on what is needed to successfully design GCC programs, 

and unveil teachers’ rationale when creating classroom curriculum to integrate socioscientific 

issues (such as GCC).  
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CHAPTER TWO 

The Literature Review 

 The NGSS highly promotes scientific literacy among students through essential topics 

such as GCC. To support scientific literacy, the standards call for three-dimensional learning 

and push for students to understand the Nature of Science (NOS).  The major shift of NGSS to 

Earth and Space Sciences is a problem for educators that may lack content knowledge, view 

GCC as controversial, or lack training needed to address climate science (Bunten & Dawson, 

2014; Hestness et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2008; Plutzer et al., 2016). A vast amount of 

research suggests that teachers are more successful in teaching climate science to students if 

they incorporate the SSI approach, which will ultimately help students increase their 

understanding of NOS, while helping teachers meet the NGSS requirements (Carter & Wiles, 

2014; Khishfe & Lederman, 2006; Kolstø, 2001; Matkins & Bell, 2007; Sadler et al., 2007).  

 This literature review will provide an overview of climate science in education and how 

teachers are currently teaching GCC. This chapter includes an explanation of the NGSS and the 

new emphasis on climate change content to support scientific literacy. This gives students more 

opportunities to become informed decision makers on science related to public policies that 

may directly or indirectly impact their lives (Caranto & Pitpitunge, 2015; Cordero, Todd, & 

Abellera, 2008). To effectively teach GCC content to students, this chapter also looks at the 

importance of teaching GCC as a socioscientific issue (SSI) to learn about the NOS. Global 

climate change is politically controversial. Teaching the subject using the Socioscientific Issues 

Framework gives teachers strategies on how to address the science using data to stay away 

from the politically charged policies related to GCC. Lastly, to develop a successful 

educational program for teachers, this chapter will then examine existing professional 
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development programs that successfully promote elements and practices for teaching teachers 

about controversial SSI such as GCC. Using Situational Learning Theory to support teaching 

about socioscientific issues, many successful programs stress the need to relate science content 

learners in order to increase their depth of knowledge. 

Climate Science   

To understand the basics of climate science, it is essential to understand the difference 

between climate and weather, climate in relation to Earth’s systems, and how climate has 

changed due to both natural forces and human activities. Climate refers to average weather 

conditions (precipitation, temperature, wind, etc.) also taking into account extremes that 

regions may experience throughout the year. Any fluctuation in temperature, rainfall, snowfall, 

or wind that only lasts for hours, days, or weeks is considered weather. Earth’s average surface 

temperatures allow for an abundance of water and the thin layer of atmospheric gases keeps our 

planet warm enough to sustain life.  

The Earth’s climate should also be understood as a complex system where many parts 

interact with one another to create climate conditions. There are four primary systems that 

make up the Earth’s systems often referred to as the atmosphere, hydrosphere, geosphere, and 

the biosphere. The atmosphere refers to an invisible blanket of gases surrounding the Earth that 

contains gases such as nitrogen and oxygen, and smaller amounts of trace gases such as water, 

carbon dioxide, methane, and ozone. All of these gases influence Earth’s climate system 

regardless of their small quantities. The hydrosphere refers to the water on Earth’s surface (in 

liquid or solid form). Water stores a great deal of heat and absorbs large amounts of carbon 

dioxide. The oceans circulate heat around the globe through ocean currents, which transfers 

energy to the atmosphere playing a large role in influencing Earth’s climate. The geosphere 
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refers to Earth’s land from the surface down to the core. Rocks play a large role in shaping 

Earth’s climate because of how much carbon dioxide they can store, and volcanic eruptions 

release a great deal of particles and gas into the air which also impacts the climate. Lastly, the 

biosphere refers to all living things on Earth. Living things impact each system because of the 

amount of carbon dioxide they can emit or absorb through processes such as photosynthesis. 

Ultimately, Earth’s systems are complex in that many interactions occur between systems and 

they impact each other and the climate.  

Global Climate Change 

Although skeptics argue that climate has always changed and that the planet is going 

through a period of warming due to natural forces such as volcanic activity, scientific research 

reveals that the rate of change is currently ten times faster due to human activities. If we 

measure Earth’s average temperature beginning roughly 9000 Before the Common Era (BCE), 

temperature reached modern levels and remained at roughly between 0oC and 1oC. It stays in 

this range and dips down to roughly -1oC and 0oC between 1CE and the 1850s at the start of the 

industrial revolution. With the introduction to fossil fuels, carbon dioxide emissions begin to 

rapidly increase in the atmosphere along with other gases such as nitrogen and methane. The 

start of The Great Acceleration of the 1950’s began to shift Earth’s average temperatures. It is 

now trending towards 1oC and our current predicted path is 4oC by the year 2100. The increase 

in temperature is causing sea level rise, heat waves, longer drought seasons, floods, ocean 

acidification, and much more that threatens habitats and our way of life. 

Public Attitudes Regarding Global Climate Change 

 According to a 2016 study by Yale University and George Mason University, there are 

six distinct groups that categorize Americans beliefs, attitudes, policy preference, and behavior. 
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Known as the Six Americas, these researchers discovered six audiences that respond to GCC 

information differently. The Six Americas are classified as Alarmed, Concerned, Cautious, 

Disengaged, Doubtful and Dismissive. In 2016, the Alarmed and the Concerned constituted 

45% of the population while 28% of the population held low beliefs in GCC (Roser-Renouf, 

Maibach, Leiserowitz, & Rosenthal, 2016). In 2017, the Yale Program on Climate Change 

Communication also found that 70% of Americans think that GCC is happening, but only 58% 

understand that GCC is mostly caused by human activities (Leiserowitz, Maibach, Roser-

Renouf, Rosenthal, & Cutler, 2017). In contrast, 13% of Americans know that 97% of all 

climate scientists agree that GCC is a real threat and due to anthropogenic factors, and only 

35% believe that GCC is happening now. Among that population are science educators that are 

now responsible for teaching climate science. 

 In looking at teacher attitudes regarding GCC, another 2016 study revealed much 

confusion among science educators in the United States (Plutzer et al., 2016). The survey 

included 1,500 public secondary science educators and found that the median teacher allocates 

only one to two hours on GCC – covering nowhere near the depth of knowledge demanded by 

the NGSS. Roughly 52% of the teachers know the scientific consensus (much higher than the 

national average of 13%), and 68% of surveyed teachers understand that GCC is caused by 

human activities (Plutzer et al., 2016). Furthermore, the authors note that fewer than half of 

science educators do not learn about GCC during their undergraduate education. Therefore, 

more educational opportunities are needed to train teachers to effectively integrate climate 

science into their curriculum (Hestness et al., 2014; Lambert & Bleicher, 2013; Liu et al., 2015; 

Plutzer et al., 2016; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004).  

Global Climate Change as A Controversial Socioscientific Issue 
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Socioscientific issues are complicated, open-ended, and controversial without 

straightforward solutions (Sadler et al., 2004). Kolstø (2001) adds that students are confronted 

with socioscientific issues such as GCC often because of how often they are reported by the 

media. These are issues that students may feel empowered to act upon and take more interest in 

because of GCC’s controversial nature. Students may also be highly interested in 

socioscientific issues because they are directly impacted and must be able to make informed 

decisions. Socioscientific issues also include disagreements related to conflicting evaluations of 

the validity or trustworthiness of science-related claims. Research has shown that learning 

opportunities for teachers yield successful results when educators learn to use socioscientific 

issues (such as GCC) to enhance scientific literacy (Hestness et al., 2011, 2014; Holthuis, 

Lotan, Saltzman, Mastrandrea, & Wild, 2014; Matkins & Bell, 2007; Sadler et al., 2004).  

Although the scientific data supporting GCC is not widely disputed, most educators and 

the public still do not know that (Cook et al., 2013; Leiserowitz et al., 2017; Somerville & 

Hassol, 2011). Rather than teaching the data the supports climate science, some teachers avoid 

or teach their personal opinion regarding GCC. This is problematic since the data supporting 

climate science is not disputed, but is so controversial that people think it is debatable. Given 

GCC’s controversial nature, students will come across GCC information often regardless of 

whether or not teachers include or omit the content in the classroom (Kolstø, 2001; Sadler et 

al., 2004). The efforts of well-funded disinformation campaigns, misinformation disseminated 

by the media, and the lack of scientific literacy among the public has caused mass confusion for 

GCC (Bunten & Dawson, 2014; Lambert & Bleicher, 2013; Maibach et al., 2014; Somerville & 

Hassol, 2011).  
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Without learning GCC content, students may be susceptible to misleading information 

put forth by the media, politics, or disinformation campaigns (Bunten & Dawson, 2014; 

Lambert & Bleicher, 2013). Research reveals that people are highly dependent on the media or 

Internet for GCC information (Caranto & Pitpitunge, 2015; Carter & Wiles, 2014; Hansen, 

2010; Hestness et al., 2014; Hodson, 2003; Matkins & Bell, 2007; Somerville & Hassol, 2011). 

Just as students are susceptible to misinformation provided by the media, teachers are also 

vulnerable to counterclaims from disinformation campaigns without possessing strong content 

knowledge. This is problematic because studies reveal that some teachers are teaching GCC, in 

which they may present claims to students that go against the scientific consensus (Carter & 

Wiles, 2014; Hestness et al., 2014; McCaffrey, 2015; Plutzer et al., 2016; Wise, 2010). The 

misunderstanding may also inadvertently translate to students that GCC is up for debate, that 

there is no scientific consensus, and that science is left to opinion rather than evaluation of 

evidence. Teachers play a crucial role in educating students, yet they are not receiving enough 

GCC learning opportunities to do so effectively (Johnson et al., 2008; Matkins & Bell, 2007; 

Van Zee et al., 2016).  

 The consequence of not addressing the political interests and social values underlying 

the GCC content among educators disempowers students (Hodson, 2001; Plutzer et al., 2016). 

Hodson (2001) argues that avoiding judgments in science is not possible since values are 

embedded in the science curriculum whether teachers recognize it or not. It is also important to 

note that values can also be promoted by content that is omitted from the classroom just as 

much as what is included. Hodson (2001) adds that the purpose of education should be to 

empower individuals to critically analyze society and values needed to sustain it. Students need 
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to ask what can be changed and how they can make those changes in order to better society and 

ensure environmental sustainability.   

The Next Generation Science Standards 

Overview of the Next Generation Science Standards 

The NGSS calls for educators to integrate science content and solutions to combat 

societal problems. The three major components of the NGSS are science and engineering 

practices (SEPs), disciplinary core ideas (DCIs), and crosscutting concepts (CCCs). The SEPs 

refer to what scientists do as they investigate phenomena around them and how engineers 

design or create systems as a response. The DCIs are key content ideas that build off one 

another through the grade bands. Lastly, the CCCs are the connections between the major 

science domains (Earth and Space Science, Physical Science, Life Science, and Engineering). 

When integrated altogether, the three dimensions provide students with three-dimensional 

learning. One major goal is to help all students gain sufficient knowledge of all three 

dimensions to be able to engage in public discourse regarding science related issues to make 

informed decisions. 

The NGSS offers multiple opportunities to incorporate GCC content across the grade 

levels, although it is not required for elementary school teachers to cover. In the standards, 

GCC is a disciplinary core idea in the new framework, energy is a crosscutting concept woven 

throughout, and pushing students to develop solutions for GCC issues they will face require 

science and engineering practices. The NGSS will help students to address socioscientific 

issues (such as GCC) so that they can make informed evidence-based decisions with strong 

content knowledge and critical thinking skills. Nearly one-third of the secondary science 

standards relate to GCC content. 
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Shaping Instruction Using the Climate Literacy Principles 

Although climate science is complex and multifaceted, there are major scientific 

components that every science teacher should address with students that have been identified 

by the NGSS and supported by researchers. The NGSS Earth and Space Science performance 

expectations push students to understand system interactions that influence weather and 

climate, analyze and interpret geoscience data that drives GCC, understand the significant 

interdependencies between humans and Earth’s systems by looking at the impacts of natural 

hazards, critically analyze our dependency on natural resources, and recognize the impact 

human activities have on the environment. Students demonstrating content mastery should be 

able to develop and use models, analyze and interpret data, apply mathematics and 

computational thinking, construct explanations, design solutions, and engage in argumentation 

using evidence. The development of this section in the NGSS was strongly influenced by 

several literacy principles including the Climate Literacy Principles, which outlines major 

learning objectives all students should learn.  

Similar to the NGSS, The Teacher-Friendly Guide to Climate Change (TFG) assembled 

by Zabel, Duggan-Haas, and Ross (2017) from the Paleontological Research Institution, also 

identified five major concepts that all students should understand about GCC. The authors 

interviewed expert climate scientists, social scientists, science educators, and GCC journalists 

who agreed on five big ideas and two overarching questions educators should consider when 

teaching GCC (Zabel, Duggan-Haas, & Ross, 2017). Just like the NGSS, they also 

acknowledge the importance of starting with the Climate Literacy Principles to focus on what 

all students should understand. The first big idea is to acknowledge that GCC is a real and very 

serious problem that our society faces now and in the coming centuries. Secondly, GCC is 
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caused by anthropogenic factors, especially when it comes to energy use. Anthropogenic is a 

term used to describe the impact on Earth as caused or influenced by human activities. Third, it 

is important to understand that humans can take actions to mitigate GCC and its impacts. 

Fourth, there is a need for mathematical thinking to understand time, scale, models, and maps 

in depth related to GCC. Lastly, experts argue that understanding that Earth is a system of 

complex systems is the most important concept because many subjects are connected in 

explaining GCC, and the four other big ideas depend on this one. The two overarching 

questions draw upon the NOS to encourage students to examine how scientists know what they 

know to understand the scientific process, and how that information informs decision-making.  

When analyzing the NGSS performance expectations and research completed by the 

Paleontological Research Institute, there is a consensus between the two on what educators 

need to address in science classrooms. Table 1 is an outline of the Climate Literacy Principles, 

GCC content in the NGSS, and the recommendations put forth by the Paleontological Research 

Institute. It provides a breakdown and description of major components stressed by NOAA, 

NGSS, and TFG that should be considered when creating curriculum about climate science.  

Table 1 

Connecting Major Components for GCC Curriculum Design 
Climate Literacy Principles 

(Cited from NOAA) 
Next Generation Science  

Standards (Cited from the NGSS 
Framework) 

Paleontological Research 
Institute (Cited from the TFG) 

Essential Principle 1: The Sun is 
the Primary Source of Energy 
for Earth’s Climate System. 

Core Idea ESS1: Earth’s Place in the 
Universe 

• ESS1.C: The History of Planet 
Earth 

Big Idea 1: Climate Change is a real 
and serious problem facing global 
society in the coming decades and 
centuries. 

Essential Principle 2: Climate is 
regulated by complex 
interactions among components 
of the Earth system. 

Core Idea ESS2: Earth’s Systems 
• ESS2.A: Earth Materials and 

Systems 
• ESS2.C: The Roles of Water in 

Earth’s Surface Processes 
• ESS2.D: Weather and Climate 
• ESS2.E: Biogeology 

Big Idea 2: Climate change in recent 
decades is primarily caused by 
human activities, especially as 
related to energy use. 
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Climate Literacy Principles 
(Cited from NOAA) 

Next Generation Science  
Standards (Cited from the NGSS 

Framework) 

Paleontological Research 
Institute (Cited from the TFG) 

Essential Principle 3: Life on 
Earth depends on, is shaped by, 
and affects climate. 

Core Idea ESS3: Earth and Human 
Activity 

• ESS3.A: Natural Resources 
• ESS3.B: Natural Hazards 
• ESS3.C: Human Impacts on 

Earth Systems 
• ESS3.D: Global Climate Change 

Big Idea 3: Humans can take actions 
to reduce climate change and its 
impacts. 

Essential Principle 4: Climate 
varies over space and time 
through both natural and man-
made processes. 

Core Idea ETS1: Engineering Design 
• ETS1.A: Defining and 

Delimiting an Engineering 
Problem 

• ETS1.B: Developing Possible 
Solutions 

• ETS1.C: Optimizing the Design 
Solution 

Big Idea 4: To understand (deep) 
time and the scale of space, models 
and maps are necessary. 

Essential Principle 5: Our 
understanding of the climate 
system is improved through 
observations, theoretical studies, 
and modeling. 

Core Idea ETS2: Links Among 
Engineering, Technology, Science, and 
Society 

• ETS2.A: Interdependence of 
Science, Engineering, and 
Technology 

• ETS2.B: Influence of 
Engineering, Technology, and 
Science on Society and the 
Natural World 

Big Idea 5: The Earth is a system of 
complex systems. 

Essential Principle 6: Human 
activities are impacting the 
climate system. 

 Overarching Question 1: How do 
we know what we know? 

Essential Principle 7: Climate 
change will have consequences 
for the Earth system and human 
lives. 

 Overarching Question 2: How does 
what we know inform our decision-
making? 

 
Note. NOAA is apart of the U.S. Department of Commerce and their mission is to keep citizens 

informed about the changing environment using big data collection systems to monitor Earth’s 

systems. The NGSS has several Earth and Space Science (ESS) standards as well as 

Engineering, Technology, and Application of Science (ETS) standards for educators to cover. 

Lastly, The Teacher-Friendly Guide to Climate Change (TFG) synthesizes major ideas for 

educators to consider as they develop curricula around GCC. 
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Figure 1. Climate Literacy Principles Anchoring the Major Standards for Curriculum Design. 

This figure shows the connection between the Climate Literacy Principals, NGSS, and Big 

Ideas from the Teacher-Friendly Guide on Climate Change. 
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Figure 1 highlights how the Climate Literacy Principles are embedded in both the NGSS and 

the Teacher-Friendly Guide to Climate Change in determining ideas that all students should 

learn regarding GCC. 

The Emphasis on Scientific Literacy in the NGSS 

Nationwide, nearly 75% of science teachers in the nation allocate about one hour for 

GCC content during the school year (Plutzer et al., 2016). When the NGSS calls for an 

integration of scientific literacy and GCC content woven throughout the courses, one hour is 

not sufficient to thoroughly master the content or skills needed. Among those that include GCC 

content, Plutzer et al. (2016) found that 30% of teachers emphasize GCC as the result of natural 

phenomenon, while 31% send contradictory messages to students stressing both natural and 

human causes. More importantly, fewer than half of the respondents reported receiving any 

formal education regarding GCC content to fulfill the NGSS. Research reveals that the large-

scale confusion among educators is the result of scientific illiteracy (Lambert & Bleicher, 

2013). 

Adult populations need to be scientifically literate because they influence the 

implementation or formation of public science policies that may directly impact their lives. 

Civic scientific literacy refers to individuals that have the ability to find, make sense of, or use 

information on the topic to discuss or make decisions regarding science or technology related 

policies (Miller, 2016). Although 52% of Americans take interest in science or technology 

related issues, roughly 28% of the overall population is scientifically literate (Miller, 2016). 

Teachers are no doubt among this population, but accountability to the NGSS requires that 

many need to quickly become scientifically literate to effectively support students. 
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The National Research Council (NRC) and the National Science Teachers Association 

(NSTA) both stress that a fundamental goal for science education is to produce scientifically 

literate people who understand the nature of science (NRC, 2013; NSTA, 2016). The NGSS 

refocuses science education to include the NOS to strengthen students’ scientific literacy skills. 

There are eight major themes embedded within the NGSS to help students understand the 

nature of scientific knowledge and develop skills to be informed thinkers regarding scientific 

issues. Table 2 is a breakdown provided by the NRC to support educators incorporating the 

NOS. The table starts with nature of science themes and shows how they directly relate to the 

NGSS Science and Engineering Practices and Crosscutting Concepts.  

Table 2  

Understandings About the Nature of Science (NRC, 2013) 
Major Theme Middle School High School 

Scientific 
Investigations 
Use a Variety of 
Methods* 

• Science investigations use a variety of 
methods and tools to make measurements 
and observations.  

• Science investigations are guided by a set 
of values to ensure accuracy of 
measurements, observations,  and 
objectivity of findings.   

• Science depends on evaluating proposed 
 explanations.   

• Scientific values function as criteria in 
distinguishing  between science and non-
science   

 

• Science investigations use diverse 
methods and do not always use the same 
set of procedures to obtain data.  

• New technologies advance scientific 
knowledge.   

• Scientific inquiry is characterized by a 
common set of values that include: 
logical thinking, precision, open-
mindedness, objectivity, skepticism, 
replicability of results, and honest and 
ethical reporting of findings.   

• The discourse practices of science are 
organized around disciplinary domains 
that share exemplars for making 
decisions regarding the values, 
instruments, methods, models, and 
evidence to adopt and use.   

• Scientific investigations use a variety of 
methods, tools, and techniques to revise 
and produce new knowledge.   

Scientific 
Knowledge is 
Based on 
Empirical 
Evidence* 

• Science knowledge is based upon logical 
and conceptual connections between 
evidence and explanations.   

• Science disciplines share common rules 
of obtaining and evaluating empirical 
evidence.   

 

• Science knowledge is based on empirical 
evidence.  

• Science disciplines share common rules 
of evidence used to evaluate 
explanations about natural systems.   

• Science includes the process of 
coordinating patterns of evidence with 
 current theory.   
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Major Theme Middle School High School 

• Science arguments are strengthened by 
multiple lines of evidence supporting a 
single explanation.   

Scientific 
Knowledge is 
Open to Revision 
in Light of New 
Evidence* 

• Scientific explanations are subject to 
revision and improvement in light of new 
evidence.  

• The certainty and durability of science 
findings varies.  

• Science findings are frequently revised 
and/or reinterpreted based on new 
evidence.  

 

• Scientific explanations can be 
probabilistic. 

• Most scientific knowledge is quite 
durable but is, in principle, subject to 
change based on new evidence and/or 
reinterpretation of existing evidence. 

• Scientific argumentation is a mode of 
logical discourse used to clarify the 
strength of relationships between ideas 
and evidence that may result in revision 
of an explanation. 

Science Models, 
Laws, 
Mechanisms, and 
Theories Explain 
Natural 
Phenomena* 

• Theories are explanations for observable 
phenomena.  

• Science theories are based on a body of 
evidence developed over time.  

• Laws are regularities or mathematical 
descriptions of natural phenomena.  

• A hypothesis is used by scientists as an 
idea that may contribute important new 
knowledge for the evaluation of a 
scientific theory.  

• The term "theory" as used in science is 
very different from the common use 
outside of science.  

 

• Theories and laws provide explanations 
in science, but theories do not with time 
become laws or facts. 

• A scientific theory is a substantiated 
explanation of some aspect of the natural 
world, based on a body of facts that has 
been repeatedly confirmed through 
observation and experiment, and the 
science community validates each theory 
before it is accepted. If new evidence is 
discovered that the theory does not 
accommodate, the theory is generally 
modified in light of this new evidence.  

• Models, mechanisms, and explanations 
collectively serve as tools in the 
development of a scientific theory.  

• Laws are statements or descriptions of 
the relationships among observable 
phenomena.  

• Scientists often use hypotheses to 
develop and test theories and 
explanations.  

Science is a Way 
of Knowing** 

• Science is both a body of knowledge and 
the processes and practices used to add to 
that body of knowledge.  

• Science knowledge is cumulative and 
many people, from many generations and 
nations, have contributed to science 
knowledge.  

• Science is a way of knowing used by 
many people, not just scientists.   

 

• Science is both a body of knowledge that 
represents a current understanding of 
natural systems and the processes used to 
refine, elaborate, revise, and extend this 
knowledge.  

• Science is a unique way of knowing and 
there are other ways of knowing.   

• Science distinguishes itself from other 
ways of knowing through use of 
empirical standards, logical arguments, 
and skeptical review.   

• Science knowledge has a history that 
includes the refinement of, and changes 
to, theories, ideas, and beliefs over time. 
  

Scientific • Science assumes that objects and events 
in natural systems occur in consistent 

• Scientific knowledge is based on the 
assumption that natural laws operate 
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Major Theme Middle School High School 
Knowledge 
Assumes an 
Order and 
Consistency in 
Natural 
Systems** 

patterns that are understandable through 
measurement and observation. 

• Science carefully considers and evaluates 
anomalies in data and evidence.  

today as they did in the past and they 
will continue to do so in the future.  

• Science assumes the universe is a vast 
single system in which basic laws are 
consistent.  

Science is a 
Human 
Endeavor** 

• Men and women from different social, 
cultural, and ethnic backgrounds work as 
scientists and engineers. Scientists and 
engineers rely on human qualities such as 
persistence, precision, reasoning, logic, 
imagination and creativity.  

• Scientists and engineers are guided by 
habits of mind such as intellectual 
honesty, tolerance of ambiguity, 
skepticism and openness to new ideas. 

• Advances in technology influence the 
progress of science and science has 
influenced advances in technology.  

 

• Scientific knowledge is a result of 
human endeavor, imagination, and 
creativity.  

• Individuals and teams from many 
nations and cultures have contributed to 
science and to advances in engineering.  

• Scientists’ backgrounds, theoretical 
commitments, and fields of endeavor 
influence the nature of their findings.  

• Technological advances have influenced 
the progress of science and science has 
influenced advances in technology.  

• Science and engineering are influenced 
by society and society is influenced by 
science and engineering.  

Science 
Addresses 
Questions About 
the Natural and 
Material 
World** 

• Scientific knowledge is constrained by 
human capacity, technology, and 
materials. 

• Science limits its explanations to systems 
that lend themselves to observation and 
empirical evidence.  

• Science knowledge can describe 
consequences of actions but is not 
responsible for society’s decisions.  

 

• Not all questions can be answered by 
science. 

• Science and technology may raise ethical 
issues for which science, by itself, does 
not provide answers and solutions. 

• Science knowledge indicates what can 
happen in natural systems—not what 
should happen. The latter involves 
ethics, values, and human decisions 
about the use of knowledge. 

• Many decisions are not made using 
science alone, but rely on social and 
cultural contexts to resolve issues.  

 

Note. *NOS understandings closely related to the NGSS Science and Engineering Practices 

**NOS understandings closely related to the NGSS Crosscutting Concepts 

 

Research reveals that many teachers need training on how to integrate scientific literacy 

through topics such as GCC into their curriculum to meet the NGSS requirements (Hestness et 

al., 2011, 2014; Lambert & Bleicher, 2013; Plutzer et al., 2016; Sadler et al., 2004; Wise, 

2010). Currently, many teachers are not required to attend professional development even 
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though they need to address the new science standards. It is also important to note that teacher 

preparation programs focused on scientific literacy or the NOS may reveal factors contributing 

to curriculum design. However, many teacher preparation programs do not offer training on 

how to integrate the NOS. Focusing on Los Angeles, only six out of 16 teacher preparation 

programs require that science educators take a science literacy course. The NGSS requires for 

teachers to weave GCC content and scientific literacy skills throughout the course, yet many 

teachers are underprepared with content and resources needed to do so successfully (Boon, 

2015; Dawson, 2012; Ekborg & Areskoug, 2006; Johnson et al., 2008; Plutzer et al., 2016). As 

a result, Plutzer et al. (2016) found that two-thirds of teachers surveyed were interested in 

professional development or education entirely devoted to GCC. 

Using the Socioscientific Issues Framework to Support the Nature of Science 

The Socioscientific Issues Based Framework 

 Socioscientific issues serve as powerful vehicles that teachers can use to support 

students’ development of scientific literacy. The framework consists of three core components 

while also acknowledging the classroom environment and external influences. The three core 

aspects presented by Presley et al (2013) are Design Elements, Learner Experiences, and 

Teacher Attributes. The Classroom Environment considers the norms and expectations needed 

for SSI instruction, and the Peripheral Influences takes into account the external factors that 

might influence the outcome of SSI instruction. The authors argue that the SSI based 

framework supports scientific literacy by taking into account “real-life” scientific situations 

that may be influence by other factors such as politics, social, or ethical issues. This perspective 

is also consistent with the Science and Engineering Practices of the NGSS.  
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 Presley et al (2013) emphasizes that each of the core aspects of the SSI based 

framework identifies important features of teaching and learning through SSI. Design Element 

refers to creating instruction around a compelling issue, presenting it first, scaffolding higher-

order practices, and providing a culminating experience for students. The central issue must be 

a compelling social issue with clear connections to science such as GCC. The instruction is 

based on providing real-world contexts so that students will gain a deeper understanding of the 

science while developing skills they need to make decision beyond the classroom. Learner 

Experiences focuses on further developing students’ higher-order practices (reasoning, 

argumentation, decision-making, or positionality), confronting scientific theories, collecting 

and analyzing data, and considering other dimensions that may have an influence (social, 

political, or economical). This core aspect also pushes students to confront ethical dimensions 

of the SSI while also applying the NOS in their analysis. Teacher Attributes looks at how 

familiar the teacher is with the SSI, sees teachers as learners, and considers their willingness to 

deal with uncertainties that may arise from addressing these open-ended controversial topics. 

Presley et al (2013) argue that successful SSI instruction relies on teacher awareness of any 

social considerations related to the topic.  

Socioscientific Issues and The Nature of Science  

Integrating controversial SSI such as GCC into a science curriculum is an opportunity 

for teachers to teach the NOS. The nature of science calls for students to examine a topic’s 

empirical evidence, social and cultural embeddedness, and tentative nature (Sadler et al., 2004). 

These are major components of the SSI based framework that push students utilize the NOS 

themes as they formulate ideas regarding GCC. Researchers argue that students’ are likely to 

accept or take action on controversial SSI after understanding the nature of scientific 
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knowledge (Carter & Wiles, 2014; Khishfe & Lederman, 2006; Kolstø, 2001; Sadler et al., 

2007). Although this approach can effectively strengthen scientific literacy, research reveals 

that teachers need more learning opportunities that effectively integrate the NOS through SSI to 

help students become informed decision makers (Kolstø, 2001; Lee, Chang, Choi, Kim, & 

Zeidler, 2012; Matkins & Bell, 2007; Sadler et al., 2004, 2007).  

Traditional teaching methods do not address the nature of science, which is necessary 

for students to successfully confront politically controversial topics (Caranto & Pitpitunge, 

2015; Hodson, 2003; Lambert & Bleicher, 2013; Shea et al., 2016). Teaching students science 

through SSI is necessary to help students align their thinking with the scientific community and 

to become informed and active citizens (Sadler et al., 2007). Teachers and students need to 

understand how SSI have direct impacts on their lives to help develop solutions or inform 

policies. Hodson (2003) argues that individuals who take action on SSI have a deep and 

personal understanding of the issue and feel they have a personal investment in addressing or 

solving the issue. When students become scientifically literate by understanding the NOS, they 

will be capable and equipped with skills needed to take action on SSI (Hestness et al., 2014; 

Hodson, 2003; Kolstø, 2001). 

Global Climate Change as an Ideal Socioscientific Issue 

 To understand the impact of SSI on science students, Sadler et al (2007) conducted a 

study to argue that students engaged in socioscientific reasoning may increase content 

knowledge and understandings of the NOS. Socioscientific reasoning includes recognizing the 

complex nature of SSI, examining issues from different perspectives, understanding the 

tentative nature of SSI, and exhibiting skepticism when analyzing information (Sadler et al., 

2007). Furthermore, the researchers show how SSI can promote civic scientific literacy through 
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science education because the issues are directly relevant to students’ lives. This allows for 

students to make direct connections to the science content and controversial issues they will 

encounter on a daily basis. Global climate change is an ideal SSI because it pushes students to 

examine the empirical nature of science, explore the relationship between science and society, 

and understand the tentative nature of science (Sadler et al., 2004). 

 Although there are seminal studies all over the world that support SSI as a vehicle for 

understanding NOS, Sadler et al (2004) provide crucial findings from their qualitative study 

completed in the Southeastern United States. The researchers decided to investigate the NOS 

using GCC as their primary issue because it allows students to discuss and interpret data and 

how they are used, cultural influences on science, and tentative nature of scientific ideas. 

Eighty-four biology students from an urban/suburban high school were selected to participate 

through a combination of convenience sampling and sampling typical cases. Students were 

presented with a fictitious science brief that summarized positions of scientists reporting that 

GCC is anthropogenic and a real threat, while the other presented evidence suggesting that 

GCC is a natural phenomenon and is not an environmental threat. It is important to note that 

students develop understandings of NOS through activities they are exposed to (Ratcliff & 

Grace, 2003). Sadler et al (2004) uncovered that in order for students to understand NOS, 

students must first understand what constitutes data and its uses. Their research findings reveal 

that many students believe that the most convincing position is the one closely related their 

beliefs. The second finding revealed that students were drawn to a position because it presented 

consequences that directly relate to them. As a result, the researchers urge educators to 

challenge students by providing opportunities for reflection, discourse, integration of scientific 
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knowledge, and evaluate alternative views in order to be more aligned with the scientific 

consensus (Sadler et al., 2004).   

Effective GCC Teacher Professional Development Programs 

Situated Learning Theory 

 Socioscientific issues can be used as platforms to effectively learn science content and 

processes. Much research on SSI refer to Situated Learning Theory, which suggests that 

science content and methods should be situated within a broader context to give it a deeper 

meaning for learners (Lambert & Bleicher, 2013; Sadler, 2009; Sadler et al., 2007). A growing 

body of research also reveals that when science concepts are grounded in real-life contexts, 

teachers and students are able to express their opinions on fundamental environmental issues 

applying what they have learned (Caranto & Pitpitunge, 2015; Ekborg et al., 2009; Sadler, 

2009; Sadler et al., 2007). Capps and Crawford (2013) also note that situating teacher learning 

in authentic investigation effectively enhances their content knowledge. Providing teachers 

with support allows for them to translate newly acquired knowledge into their classrooms and 

increases their willingness to integrate that knowledge into their curricula (Capps & Crawford, 

2013). Furthermore, when science issues are grounded in social or environmental topics that 

people commonly face, they may translate knowledge into action because of their deep 

personal understanding and personal investment in solving the issue supporting civic scientific 

literacy (Hodson, 2003; Lester, Ma, Lee, & Lambert, 2006). 

 Situated Learning Theorists acknowledge that all learning is situated (whether students 

are learning through traditional methods or inquiry), but that not all contexts provide equivalent 

depth of knowing and learning (Sadler, 2009). Sadler (2009) argues that science classes today 

will likely have more opportunity for hands-on activities and learning experiences than 
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traditional science classes of the past. Even so, students who are “successful” in school science 

practices (e.g. figuring out what the teacher determines is essential knowledge, memorizing 

concepts for exams, or following directions for lab experiments) have essentially become adept 

at navigating through the educational system without necessarily having much depth of 

knowledge (Sadler, 2009). Often, school science is taught in isolation of any real-world 

contexts, so students might master the definition without ever knowing how the scientific ideas 

are applied.  

Applying Situated Learning Theory to socioscientific issues can provide students with 

contexts they need to apply their knowledge to open-ended scientific problems they will 

encounter beyond the classroom (Sadler, 2009). Sadler (2009) reviewed 24 peer-reviewed 

papers studying science classes that emphasized contextualized learning using various SSI. 

Some of the major themes he uncovered were an increase in “interest and motivation,” 

“scientific content knowledge,” and “nature of science.” Several studies provided evidence of 

increased student interest when learning science through SSI. Students reported having more 

motivation to learn, interest in the content, and engagement in the class activities. For science 

content, quantitative measures indicated in several studies that there were large gains across the 

groups that participated. Interestingly, the percentage gain was far greater for low achieving 

students followed by intermediate and high achieving students. In looking at NOS, two studies 

revealed that students are able to increase their understandings of the nature of science, but 

Sadler (2009) emphasizes that more research needs to be conducted in the future to strengthen 

findings. Situated Learning Theory coupled with SSI challenges educators to consider the 

importance of contexts when teaching science to ultimately deepen students’ knowledge and 

enhance their learning experiences.  
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Learning From GCC Education Programs 

 Seminal studies that document the success and challenges of GCC teacher professional 

development stress the importance of making the content relevant to teachers, providing time 

for reflection, including expert scientists to teach content, providing field experiences, 

integrating online resources such as MADE-CLEAR (Maryland and Delaware Climate 

Educational Assessment and Research Project), and building in time for curriculum design 

during the workshop. Data from the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in 

Colorado, The Climate Academy, and The Stanford Project all reveal increases in GCC content 

among participants along with suggestions for future GCC educational programs.  

 NCAR’s focus on climate change initiated a two-week long summer program for 

secondary teachers by the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (Johnson et al., 

2008). The program accepted 20 secondary science teachers each year for three years from a 

pool of 100 nationwide applicants. The workshops included lectures on Earth’s systems by 

leading scientists, inquiry-based activities, field experiences, discussions, and social 

networking opportunities for all participants. At the end of the workshop teachers were required 

to develop an activity they could implement in their classes based on the workshop resources, 

as well as provide professional development to teachers in their home district. Data was 

collected daily in the form of reflective journals, surveys, focus groups, and teacher self-

reports. Major lessons from this study include providing teachers with age-appropriate 

resources and activities for their classes, providing time during the workshop for teachers to 

have experiences utilizing the resources, understanding the interdisciplinary nature of GCC 

across different subjects, emphasizing local perspectives on GCC rather than focusing on 

global averages, determine actions that can be taken for students (relating to mitigation, 
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adaptation, career paths, or educational study), and lastly focus on the GCC facts rather than 

any political controversy (Johnson et al., 2008).  

 Effective environmental education for teachers is designed with three core elements in 

mind: science content, scientific and pedagogical practices, and use of outdoor spaces to 

understand teachers’ local environment (Shea et al., 2016; Shepardson & Niyogi, 2012; 

Sondergeld, Milner, & Rop, 2014). Using these components, Shea et al (2016) created the 

Climate Academy to help educators learn climate science. Their hybrid program included 

workshops and online interactions for secondary science teachers in Maryland and Delaware. 

Using MADE-CLEAR to connect teachers with leading climate scientists, this segment of the 

program made GCC impacts directly relevant to teachers through contextual learning (Hestness 

et al., 2014). Twenty-seven participants were recruited through the state department of 

education’s mailing lists, and data was collected from 17 participants who attended the 

weeklong summer institute that followed up at least twice.  

Data was gathered using multiple sources such as teacher reflection, lessons created by 

participants during the workshop, and a case study showing a middle school teacher 

implementing the workshop content. Results from the study revealed that teachers were 

successful in integrating workshop content into their classrooms by designing new instructional 

units. Researchers evaluated the instructional materials by looking at what content, pedagogical 

strategies, and local impacts teachers included in their new units. Sixteen (100%) of 

participants included “Human impacts and climate change” content that called for students to 

“interpret data to illustrate climate change,” and stressed the local impacts (Shea et al., 2016, p. 

249). Teachers in the study appreciated the opportunity to learn from climate experts, having 

hands-on experiences, and focusing on content knowledge and teaching practices aligned with 
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NGSS. The participants from the study overwhelming indicated that they remained concerned 

with how to successfully continue integrating GCC content into their curriculum without 

ongoing support (Shea et al., 2016).  

Similar to the previously mentioned studies, The Stanford Project also provided 

teachers with direct instruction and resources, but emphasized the importance of student talk 

(Holthuis et al., 2014). This National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) funded 

three-year professional development program focused on providing teachers with deeper 

content knowledge, enhance their pedagogical skills, develop and disseminate teaching 

curriculum, support sustained implementation of curriculum, and document student outcomes 

as a result of the program (Holthuis et al., 2014). The Stanford Project also provided teachers 

with guidance on how to lead student discourse surrounding GCC content to talk about 

information, make sense of scientific data, and provide opportunities to practice talking about 

science and GCC. The researchers argue that in order to support scientific literacy, educators 

and students need to engage in discourse about GCC related topics that directly impact them 

(Holthuis et al., 2014). Their findings reveal that students develop higher-order thinking skills 

(such as making claims, evaluating evidence, and argumentation) when teachers provide 

opportunities for discourse. Using GCC related topics helped to increase critical thinking and 

understanding of the nature of science for both teachers and students (Holthuis et al., 2014).  

Research Gaps and GCC Education for Teachers 

 For states that have adopted the NGSS to reform science education, teachers will need 

to be trained and educated on GCC content in order fulfill the new standards. Although the 

need for GCC educational opportunities is high, the need for effective programs backed by 

research is higher to ensure that teachers commit to implementing new knowledge and 
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pedagogical skills (Gulamhussein, 2013). Although it would be ideal to offer educators long-

term support to ensure an impact on student achievement, 91.5% of teacher professional 

development currently consists of workshops (Wei, Darling-Hammond, Andree, Richardson, & 

Orphanos; 2009). We need to create workshops that meet effective professional development 

standards, address recommendations made by researchers for controversial SSI, and take into 

account teachers’ classroom environment and external forces as the SSI Framework 

emphasizes.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

Research Design and Methodology 

 Public secondary science teachers are required to teach GCC content to satisfy the 

NGSS requirements, but there are few GCC educational programs available to educators to 

help them teach this politically controversial SSI. Without educating science teachers on how to 

address GCC content, there will continue to be teaching inconsistencies regarding this topic 

(Plutzer et al., 2016). Research reveals that addressing GCC as a SSI is highly effective in 

getting students to understand the content while strengthening their understandings on NOS 

(Carter & Wiles, 2014; Khishfe & Lederman, 2006; Kolstø, 2001; Matkins & Bell, 2007; 

Sadler et al., 2007). Ultimately, the need for in-service science teacher training on NGSS that 

effectively addresses socioscientific issues such as GCC is in high demand among educators 

(Ekborg & Areskoug, 2006; Hestness et al., 2011; Holthuis et al., 2014; Sondergeld, Milner, & 

Rop, 2014). 

This study’s units of analyses are (a) teachers as participants of a GCC educational 

program and (b) perceptions of how GCC educational programs will inform their teaching. The 

study aims to provide answers to the following research questions:  

1. What do teachers know about global climate change?  

2. Why do teachers say they want to teach global climate change? 

3. According to teachers who complete a program on GCC as a socioscientific issue, 

a. What components do teachers report as being most useful in learning about 

GCC?  

b. What components do teachers report as being most useful to design curriculum? 
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c. What components do teachers report as being most useful to their classroom 

instruction? 

4. In what ways, if any, will participation in an educational program emphasizing GCC as 

a socioscientific issue have an influence on how educators teach climate science? 

Overview of Research Design 

Research Design 

This study is an explanatory sequential mixed-methods study using survey instruments, 

interview protocols, and document analysis to gain a deeper understanding of how programs 

help teachers learn new information, how the program may influence curriculum design, and 

identify workshop components needed to support them in teaching a controversial 

socioscientific issue. An explanatory sequential mixed-methods study involves collecting 

quantitative data first then using qualitative data to explain those results. Three workshops in 

June 2018 will be used for the pilot study (Heal the Bay location), while nine workshops in Fall 

2018 will be used for data collection and analysis. In the first phase of the study, the workshops 

were created in collaboration with local scientists, advocates that specialize on global climate 

change, and national educational directors (See Appendix G). The GCC program was 

advertised to all L.A. educators one month prior to the start of the programs. All participants 

completed the pre-survey online during registration to secure their spot. In the second phase of 

the study, participants completed the three-day program and, on the third day completed the 

post-survey. The last phase of the study consisted of in-depth personal interviews with nine 

participants based on the amount of curriculum they chose to integrate from the program.  

Design Rationale 
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The explanatory sequential mixed-methods design was used to understand survey 

results, document analysis, and personal interview responses. The pre- and post- surveys 

collected data on teacher perception of GCC, how the program might have helped them to learn 

climate science, and their thoughts on effective and challenging components to teaching the 

content. The qualitative portion will seek to identify factors that may influence how teachers 

incorporate GCC content into their curriculum, and what supports are still needed as they move 

forward. This part of the study asked questions related to their anticipated integration of the 

content since classroom observations were not possible when teachers returned to their school 

sites.  

A qualitative study alone would not show how teachers learn about controversial 

socioscientific issues, and how their current understanding of the standards or climate science 

may influence their decisions to incorporate GCC content into the curriculum. Similarly, a 

purely quantitative study would not unveil reasons for why teachers might or might not 

incorporate the program content. The interviews allowed for probing, and revealed their intent 

to incorporate GCC curriculum. 

Strategies of Inquiry 

Site Selection 

  The four venues that met the criteria to host the program included Heal the Bay in Santa 

Monica, Reef Check California in Marina Del Rey, Cabrillo Marine Aquarium in San Pedro, 

and Aquarium of the Pacific in Long Beach. To host the teacher professional development 

program, the organizations must 1) have a facility large enough to house 30 teachers, 2) have 

time on three consecutive weekends, 3) have experts within the organization to educate 

teachers on how their organization is mitigating or adapting to GCC, 4) have a mission 
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statement that supports environmental education for the public, and 5) have employees that can 

work on the weekend to keep the facilities open.  

  All four sites met the five criteria for site selection because their community work 

aligns with increasing civic scientific literacy through education and outreach programs (See 

Appendix B). They also met the criteria because they have a large enough facility that can host 

the three-day workshop. Although there were other organizations that had similar mission 

statements, they did not qualify because they did not have large enough facilities, employees 

that could work on weekends for seven hours while the program was taking place, field 

scientists that belong to the organization that were willing to present relevant community work, 

or wanted to offer GCC education programs to teachers. Lastly, they also offered their own 

education programs to the public and wanted to use the data gathered to improve their own 

workshops moving forward. Figure 3.1 is a map of L.A. County and the locations of the four 

venues that met the criteria as indicated by gold stars (Maps. (n.d.).  
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Figure 3.1. Map of LA County & Locations of Programs. This is a map showing the location of 

the programs at qualifying Non-Profit Organizations. Retrieved March 09, 2018, from 

https://www.lacounty.gov/government/geography-statistics/maps).  

 

 Site access. During my initial research of GCC educational programs, I contacted over 

40 environmental organizations that listed any form of educational workshop for the public 

through the CREEC (California Regional Environmental Education Community) organization. 

I spoke to each director or program manager listed in Los Angeles County who then connected 

me to national directors, other L.A. organizations not listed on CREEC, and important 

individuals that might offer GCC educational opportunities. From those conversations and 

partnerships, I contacted directors that expressed interest in my topic to inquire about possibly 

hosting a workshop at their organization. Four locations agreed to host the three-day workshop 

specifically on GCC because their organization’s mission aligned with the program (See 

Appendix B). To maintain strong relationships with each organization, I met with each point of 

contact in person every other month and sent them monthly program development updates.  

Participants 

This program was for in-service secondary science teachers (grades 6-12) working in 

L.A. County. The NGSS requires that secondary science teachers teach GCC content, but there 

are no specific GCC standards for elementary school teachers. The lack of requirements for 

elementary school teachers to teach Earth and Space Science standards was a determining 

factor in focusing my program on secondary educators. Pre-service teachers will not be 

included because the workshop required teachers to spend nearly two hours each day creating 

curriculum content, which presumes some content planning knowledge as a prerequisite. Also, 
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to understand reasons why teachers decide to teach GCC content requires that the individual 

have some teaching experience to make those decisions.  

To recruit participants, either an electronic or paper flyer was sent by the researcher to 

L.A. County school administrators to forward to their science department teachers (See 

Appendix C). The flyer was sent to administrators and science teachers at over 50 districts in 

L.A. County, and totaling nearly 320 secondary public schools. Partnering organizations also 

promoted the event through their websites, and other organizations such as LACOE, UCLA 

C(n)SI (California NanoSystems Institute), and NCSE sent out the flyer to their subscribers 

emailing list. Within four days of accepting online registrations, every educational program 

maxed out on capacity with a long waiting list. 

Participants registered online through a link provided through Google Forms found on 

the flyer. One week prior to the first workshop, all participants were emailed the pre-survey and 

the first 30 applicants who completed the survey qualified to participate in the program. Given 

that this was a free program, the program was over enrolled because those who registered 

initially might not attend. The initial survey also notified all participants about the study and 

emphasized that they had the right to opt out of the study at any point. Along with the pre-

survey, the IRB (Institutional Review Board) consent form was also emailed for participants to 

review and presented on the first day of the program for consent (See Appendix A). After 

briefly introducing the program, the IRB Consent Form was distributed and participants had 10 

minutes to look it over again and pose questions. The educational director at each site collected 

the forms. 

Data Collection Methods 

  The pre-survey. To explore why some teachers enroll in GCC education and identify 
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what they know about major components of climate science, teachers completed a pre-survey 

through Qualtrics. The pre-survey contained 15 multiple-choice and open-ended questions 

related to the teacher’s background, current knowledge on climate science, and current 

perspective on the three major elements of the SSI framework (See Appendix D). 

 The post-survey. Post-surveys containing 15 multiple-choice and open-ended questions 

were administered to all participants on the last day of the workshop also through Qualtrics. 

The questions measured teachers’ knowledge of climate science and perspective on the three 

major elements of the SSI framework. Questions related to workshop effectiveness, anticipated 

challenges, and anticipated uses were also included (See Appendix E). 

The interviews. To gain a deeper understanding, nine interviews took place to allow 

participants to elaborate on their final survey responses and daily reflection entries. The 

interviews were recorded using a digital recorder, were less than one hour in length, and 

consisted of 14 open-ended questions (See Appendix F). Interview questions were field-tested 

through other science educators for feedback before using them on workshop participants. 

Participants that agreed to an interview through the post-survey were given a $20 gift card for 

their time. The protocol also focused on elements of the program that helped or hindered their 

ability to learn about climate science and create curriculum integration plans. The interviews 

took place within two weeks of the conclusion of the program online through Zoom. Given that 

GCC is highly controversial, interviews took place at a location of the participants’ choosing to 

ensure that participants could speak freely about their personal perspectives on the topic. 

Through a constructivist lens, I asked broad and general open-ended questions to 

uncover why teachers decided to omit or include GCC content and what supports were still 

needed for programs addressing controversial SSI. I also encouraged participants to elaborate 
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on any modifications that needed to be made to support educators in designing curriculum and 

integration strategies. Lastly, to learn more about whether the program had a lasting influence 

on the way teachers teach SSI such as GCC, the interview pushed teachers to shed light on the 

three SSI Framework elements. 

 Documents. Teacher created curricula and documents showing teacher growth in 

utilizing NGSS aligned teaching strategies were collected to identify how teachers planned to 

integrate the program content into their classrooms. Growth in utilizing phenomena, 

strengthening students’ abilities to develop driving questions, and Claims, Evidence, Reasoning 

(CER) were documented separately (See Appendices I and J respectively). All participants 

began the program by choosing a curriculum map template to identify ways to incorporate 

climate science (See Appendix K). Teachers were asked to fill out the curriculum map 

according to major units or concepts they needed to teach in the year. Time was alloted 

periodically each day for teachers to write down GCC content, phenomona, CER, or labs on 

post-it notes. During their curriculum team planning time they worked together to determine 

where the post-it notes would fit in their curriculum maps. Participants either decided to 

incorporate GCC content as supporting topics to units they already planned to teach, or 

redesigned entire units centered around GCC content. Curriculum maps were collected and 

photographed at the end of the program then returned to participants. 

 Daily reflections surveys. End of day open-ended online reflection surveys were 

collected from each participant through Google Forms on the first two days of the program 

(See Appendix H). Participants answered seven questions pertaining to program effectiveness 

and changes suggested by participants. If participants chose not to return to the second or third 
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day of the program, the reflection responses could shed light on how they felt about the 

program prior to their departure.  

 Follow-up post program surveys. Teachers were emailed a follow-up survey four to 

six months after completing the program to gauge program influence on their teaching. The 

anonymous survey contained three questions and was administered through Qualtrics for data 

analysis. This follow-up survey allowed teachers to elaborate on any helpful program 

components that they decided to utilize in their classrooms and to gauge whether or not the 

program influenced teachers’ curricula design and teaching. 

Data Analysis Strategies 

  Quantitative data analysis. The survey data was organized first by teachers’ 

knowledge of climate science as measured by the pre-survey (Questions nine through thirteen). 

Their responses were recorded using Microsoft Excel to identify their level of understanding on 

scientific consensus, Earth’s systems, and anthropogenic climate change. Then I added data on 

teachers’ perception of the three elements emphasized by the SSI Framework (Design 

Elements, Learner Experiences, and Teacher Attributes). Once all the data was recorded, I 

looked for emerging patterns and themes from each set of responses. Their unique participant 

identification code was also linked to participants’ curriculum maps, documents, reflections, 

and personal interview responses. Using SPSS, I entered in the pre-and post-survey data to 

visually see response descriptives for each perspective. 

  The following criteria were used to analyze free response questions in the pre-and post 

surveys for accuracy. 

Table 3.1 

Criteria Used to Analyze Free Response Questions on the Pre-and Post-Surveys 
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Question Grading Criteria 
Pre-Survey Question #10 and Post-Survey 
Question #4   
 
“One of your students approaches you and 
says that there is a lot of debate among 
scientists about global climate change. Your 
student is wondering why scientists are 
arguing about global climate change. How 
would you respond to this him or her?” 

1. Identifies that scientist are not arguing 
about GCC (100% are in agreement that 
it is happening). 

2. 97-97.1% agree that it is anthropogenic. 
3. 2.9-3.0% are unsure about the current 

causes of GCC. 

Pre-Survey Question #12 and Post-Survey 
Question #6  
 
“Looking at your answer to the previous 
question, why do you feel that way? Please 
provide specific examples to support your 
thoughts.” 

1. Acknowledges that the cause is 
anthropogenic (may or may not use the 
term). 

2. Provides specific examples that include 
human activities. 

3. Cites anthropogenic data, research, or 
resources to support claim. 

 

  Qualitative data analysis. Using purposeful sampling, I selected nine individuals to 

interview based on the high level of GCC integration seen on their curriculum maps along with 

their survey responses. After recording and transcribing the interviews, I analyzed the 

responses to identify patterns or themes that emerged related to factors that influence teachers’ 

curriculum design and/or program evaluation. The responses very clearly shed light to the 

quantitative survey responses, so the responses were organized by themes that emerged from 

the survey results.  

  Document analysis. Participants responses to teaching strategies such as incorporating 

phenomena, student driving questions, and CER were collected and documented. The teacher 

created curriculum maps were also collected and analyzed for the level of GCC content 

integration. They were first sorted according to how many GCC issues were included, and then 

analyzed for whether GCC would be dropped in to current units or grounding current units. The 

curriculum map details shed light on whether or not teachers planned to integrate GCC content 
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and to what extent. Appendix M will include concept maps from the nine participants 

interviewed for the study. 

  Participant reflections. The reflection responses were administered and collected 

through Google Forms and provided the researcher with more insight on a daily basis as to how 

participants felt about the program and program components. The daily reflection prompts can 

be found in Appendix H. 

Educational Program Design 

 The educational program reflected elements of the SSI Framework and six 

recommendations made by Monroe et al. (2017) to create an effective GCC educational 

program for science teachers. Using Ebsco Host, Monroe et al. (2017) analyzed nearly 1000 

articles written about GCC education programs and found that successful programs for science 

educators included elements that were (1) focused on making GCC information personally 

relevant and meaningful, while also (2) delivering the content in an engaging way (Monroe et 

al., 2017). Along with previously mentioned themes, the authors also found that successful 

teaching of GCC to students should include the following: 

1. Educators used deliberative discussion to help learners better understand their own 

and other’s viewpoints and knowledge about climate change. 

2. Learners were given the opportunity to interact with scientists and to experience the 

scientific process for themselves. 

3. Programs were specifically designed to uncover and address misconceptions about 

climate change. 

4. Learners were engaged in designing and implementing school or community 

projects to address some aspect of GCC. 
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To make this program personally relevant and meaningful to learners, I worked with 

local organizations in Los Angeles to uncover how climate change impacted people and the 

surrounding communities (Focusing on alternative energy, fire seasons, insect populations, 

forests impacts, sea level rise, ocean acidification, and more). Resources provided by NASA, 

Climate Literacy and Energy Awareness Network (CLEAN), Pearson, and others were used to 

help teachers create curriculum for their classes. 

The NGSS requires for teachers to create deliberative discourse opportunities to help 

students engage in making claims and to learn how argumentation in science works. Although 

it would be difficult to have scientists come to speak with every science class, the collaborating 

local and national organizations provided multiple opportunities for students to connect with 

scientists online, in person through drop in class lectures, and free field trip opportunities to 

learn from experts in the field (through Ballona Wetlands, Cabrillo Marine Aquarium, 

Hyperion, and many more). Research reveals that uncovering and addressing misconceptions 

with both teachers and students are essential when teaching GCC content (Monroe et al., 2017). 

Resources from CLEAN and Skeptical Science were used to help teachers learn and design 

GCC curriculum. CLEAN has an extensive peer-review process and is supported by NOAA, 

NAAEE (North American Association for Environmental Education), NASA, NSF (National 

Science Foundation), and many other reputable science organizations. Lastly, to engage 

students in local organizations, teachers were introduced to community opportunities that 

support student-led projects to help build more sustainable and resilient communities in 

preparation of the effects of GCC. Teachers also received more information on different local 

and national organizations that offer citizen scientists opportunities and other free professional 

development opportunities to continue learning. Some of these organizations include 
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GenerationEarth, Aquarium of the Pacific, Heal the Bay, ACE Space, and many others located 

on the program’s Padlet.   

All major non-profit L.A. environmental organizations (not university affiliated) that 

offered some GCC education to teachers were also interviewed for crucial information to 

unveil how GCC has impacted their organization. These include Cabrillo Marine Aquarium, 5 

Gyres Institute, Water Education Foundation, San Gabriel Mosquito and Vector Control 

District, and many more. The point of contact for each of these organizations has shared their 

resources with teachers and explained how GCC has a direct impact on the people of L.A. in 

different ways. They have also explained their future plans on mitigating or adapting to current 

and anticipated climate change impacts. All the information was organized so teachers could 

see how GCC directly impacted their community, while also seeing what resources were 

available to take action. Since district-based professional development opportunities for 

teachers are rare and few teachers have received GCC education through school in-service 

training (Buhr, 2011), this program was designed to support science teachers as they move to 

fully integrate the NGSS.  

The GCC Educational Program Experience 

Forty secondary science teachers attended the GCC educational program that took place 

over three consecutive weekends with a zero percent attrition rate. Seventy-five percent of 

participants identified as female and twenty-five percent identified as male. The years of 

teaching experience varied greatly among participants. One participant was a first-year teacher, 

and many teachers (15 of 40) have taught for 15 years or more. Eleven teachers taught middle 

school, while 29 teachers taught high school. Although each of the venues had a different 

number of middle and high school teachers in attendance, teachers were grouped according to 
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grade level and subject area to get curriculum development support. Figure 3.2 is an image 

providing an overview of the program, and full details can be found in Appendix G. 

Figure 3.2. Program Components & Overview. This figure shows the major components of the 

program on all three days and how teachers designed individual curriculum maps to intergrate 

the information. 

 

It is important to note that although the three sites shared a common vision (See 

Appendix B), the physical sites and the guest science speakers differed. The guest science 

speakers were given 90 minutes on the second day of the program to present climate science 

curricula related to their non-profit organization so teachers could learn from field experts. The 

following is a breakdown and description of each venue and what the guest science lecturers 

focused on during their teaching segment. 

Location One. Reef Check Foundation is located in Marina del Rey near the harbor 

where sea lions, boats, and ships are a few steps away. Across the street, the Ballona Wetlands 

Ecological Reserve can also be seen. The education director at this site emphasized the nature 
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of scientific research, invasive species impacting native species along the California coast, and 

basics of climate science using Reef Check Foundation data collected over the years. The 

following are images to showcase the location, learning environment, and guest science 

speaker: 

(1) Reef Check Foundation Office       (2) Surrounding Environment 

(3) Guest Science Speaker – Katie Kozma    (4) Learning Environment 

Location Two. Aquarium of the Pacific was the largest facility, located near the harbor 

in Long Beach, surrounding teachers with sea life ranging from sharks, otters, penguins, and 

more. The guest science speaker was the Science Interpretation Manager who also leads several 

resilience workshops on climate change for the community. She emphasized climate resilience, 

actionable steps, uncovering effective ways to communicate about climate change, and impacts 
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of climate change on the Long Beach community. The following are images to showcase the 

location, learning environment, and guest science speaker: 

(1) Aquarium of the Pacific Main Entrance    (2) Rainbow Harbor Outside Classroom 

(3) Guest Science Speaker – Emily Yam       (4) Learning Environment 

Location Three. Cabrillo Marine Aquarium is located just a few feet away from the 

beach, the shipping docks, and salt-water marsh in San Pedro, CA. Participants were 

surrounded by sea life in the learning facility that allowed them to touch and study different 

species on site and at the marsh. The guest science speaker is the Environmental Educator and 

she emphasized the role of invasive species, climate adaptations by sea creatures, and the 

nature of scientific research related to data collection and evolution. The following are images 

to showcase the location, learning environment, and guest science speaker: 
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(1) Cabrillo Marine Aquarium Walkway        (2) Salt-Water Marsh Outside Classroom 

(3) Guest Science Speaker – Alixandra Lomas     (4) Learning Environment 

The program in all three locations emphasized GCC as a SSI to support educators as 

they learned about the fundamentals of climate science. To enhance their Learner Experiences, 

I modeled for teachers how to teach GCC as a SSI as they learned through a student-lens. Using 

the Claim, Evidence, Reasoning (CER) teaching strategy to address some of the Science and 

Engineering Practices of the NGSS, teachers engaged in higher-order practices (such as 

argumentation to make data-driven claims). When learning about scientific consensus 

specifically, they were presented with research data highlighting how the media has 

disseminated GCC science information in the past. Then compared that data to peer-reviewed 

scientific studies (Cook et al., 2016), and had discussions with their content teams to address 
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such misconceptions with students. Teachers were also pushed to consider the social, political, 

and ethical dimensions of GCC, which many participants indicated that they did not include in 

their science curricula prior to the program.  

To support teachers in designing lessons around GCC as a SSI, content teams were 

given consistent opportunities throughout the day to discuss and integrate relevant or important 

GCC topics into their curriculum maps. The Design Elements highlighted in the program 

includes grounding the instruction around GCC phenomena, presenting GCC topics first, 

building in CER opportunities throughout a unit, and using media to connect students to the 

larger issue. Although the program offered local and national resources to provide students with 

culminating experiences, teachers needed to go over those resources in greater depth outside 

the hours of the program. 

Developing a safe environment that allowed for teachers to feel comfortable discussing 

a politically controversial issue (such as GCC) was essential to establish necessary Teacher 

Attributes. To begin the program, teachers introduced themselves and shared reasons for why 

they were interested in learning about GCC. This activity also required teachers to identify 

what they knew about GCC to push participants to be honest about their knowledge limitations. 

Once that was evident, GCC was presented as a topic with a tentative nature due to on-going 

collection of data. Participants were also encouraged to learn through a student-lens to help 

position them as learners rather than the sole expert on the subject matter. When generating 

anchoring questions from GCC phenomena for example, they used student language and wrote 

questions they anticipated students would pose.  

 To help participants organize their thinking around climate science and the abundant 

information, they were tasked with creating a curriculum map that they would modify daily. 
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Participants had the option of redesigning their curricula around climate science or adding 

climate science topics to curriculum maps they currently follow. Teacher-created curriculum 

maps included GCC content, resources, or teaching strategies taken from the program (See 

Appendix M). 

Teaching Strategies for Content Delivery 

 The following teaching strategies were emphasized in the program in order to provide 

teachers with tangible classroom implementation methods. Launching the unit or lesson with a 

GCC phenomena, helping students to generate the anchoring question using phenomena, and 

providing more opportunities for argumentation using CER. As teachers learned new content or 

information, they were able to organize the information using the curricula maps they created 

on the first day of the program (See Appendix M). They were given multiple opportunities to 

practice the teaching strategies with each other, while also working in content teams figuring 

out where the content or strategies might work best during the school year. 

Launching the Lesson with Phenomena 

 To get students to critically analyze information they read, this strategy called for 

students to create the anchoring or investigative question for the unit or lesson they were 

learning about. To guide teachers in selecting the right phenomena (could be using a short 

video clip that has no narration, captivating images, or a demonstration), they were provided 

with websites to refer to on the Padlet, but also ways to get students to ask the driving question 

that teachers wanted. Teachers could use the driving question dictated by their districts or come 

up with new ones big enough to encompass the whole unit. To practice this planning strategy, 

they selected a unit and then quickly searched for a video clip or image they felt would help 

students to develop the question they already had in mind. To see if students might generate the 
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anchoring question that the teacher wanted, teachers showed the phenomenon to each other or 

to individuals outside the workshop that do not teach science and asked them for three 

questions. If one of the questions was or close to the anchoring question the teacher wanted, 

they knew they selected a strong video clip or image to launch their lesson. Each time they 

engaged in this approach to launching a unit or lesson within the unit, they reflected on their 

experiences and made notes about possible modifications (See Appendix I).  

Students Creating the Anchoring Question 

 First attempt. To introduce teachers to this strategy, they were provided with post-it 

notes and the driving question worksheet (See Appendix N). Teachers were shown a two-

minute clip on the Darvaza Gas Crater without any narration. They were asked to think about 

one question they had about the phenomenon and to write the question on their post-it note 

through a student-lens. After they were done, they were grouped with two or three other 

teachers to read their question out loud. As a group they selected one question that if I provided 

the answer to, would explain everything about the phenomenon. After giving each group 

several minutes to decide, we went around the room having all groups share their question. The 

questions were then written on the driving question worksheet by all teachers. As a group we 

went through each question to select one that represented the entire class that would call for 

evidence collected thoughout the day(s) to answer. I modeled ways to troubleshoot issues that 

may arise when doing this activity with students such as students sharing the same question, 

students asking “yes/no” questions, keeping the activity to less than 15 minutes, etc.  

 Second attempt. In order to continue engaging students in the process, teachers were 

offered another approach to this strategy to continue increasing the challenge for students. 

Teachers were shown a picture of Sudan (the last male White Rhino) and his caretaker 
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moments before the animal died and his species was pronounce extinct. Teachers generated a 

class question through the lens of their students, and then narrowed the questions down to one 

class question as they have been doing. This time, teachers were prompted to come up with a 

claim for what they think the answer to the class question might be. They then continued to 

learn about GCC content and used the lessons, labs, and activities as evidence to support, 

modify, or refute their initial claims at the end of the day.  

Third attempt. Once students are comfortable with this strategy, they will begin to 

anticipate the type of question they should ask and select. In order to continue challenging 

them, teachers were offered another approach to the same strategy. Teachers were shown a 

different clip emphasizing the same phenomenon, but seen elsewhere with a slight variation. 

This time they were creating a question for investigative phenomena to create a focus for the 

water filtration inquiry lab. Teachers were first shown a clip of a river on fire in Southwest 

Queensland where they generated a class question using the same process, then they were 

shown a second clip where a woman in the U.S. could be seen lighting her faucet water. 

Teachers were asked to revise their class question to ensure it addresses both phenomena, then 

the groups shared out loud and together we narrowed it down to one where the evidence from 

the lab would be used to answer the question.  

 Fourth attempt. To get students to critically analyze questions, the last attempt called 

for them to go through the same process but using criteria to evaluate their group question prior 

to sharing it out loud. The criteria asked for teachers to consider the following elements: 

1. Complexity – The question cannot be a yes or no question and is not easily 

explained because there are multiple parts to the answer. 
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2. Relevance – The question should relate to the real world (man made or natural 

event). 

3. Aligned – The question should be aligned to what the teacher is teaching to provide 

coherence. 

4. Open-Ended – The question should not be too specific, understanding that there are 

many correct answers. The question should allow for students to make a claim and 

argue their position using credible sources of evidence from class. 

5. Fascinating – The question is interesting and seen as a mystery to students. Students 

should feel compelled to find the answers. The question should make a person want 

to know more about the topic through research, investigation, and/or discovery. 

6. Actionable – The question should push students to want to take action on an issue 

(possibly leading into NGSS engineering standards).  

7. Scientific – The question should be answerable using the process of science. 

In content teams, teachers attempted to find different video clips, images, or demonstration 

ideas to help students generate the anchoring question. I emphasized that this would be a 

learning process and that if the phenomenon chosen was not strong enough for the unit, they 

could collaborate to find other phenomena that might work better or experiment by showing 

different class periods different video clips/images to possibly see different results.  

Arguing Using Claim, Evidence, and Reasoning Approach 

 Teachers were introduced to the CER approach as students to anticipate student 

responses and to see how to facilitate whole group discourse with their classes. They were first 

shown environmental advertisements such as the Kia commercial showing Jenny McCartney 

driving around the world saving the planet in her new hybrid vehicle or the new Prius 
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commercial showing bank robbers out driving police officers around the country. They were 

asked to write down what they think the claim of the commercial might be in a few minutes. 

They were given instructions to watch the clip again to find as many pieces of evidence to 

support the claim they wrote down. They then shared their claim and pieces of evidence with 

their partner and were asked to argue over which claim is stronger with the evidence presented. 

Lastly, they engaged in the reasoning portion by trying to uncover what they currently know 

and why they chose particular evidence to support their claim.  

Teachers expressed concern about facilitating the reasoning part with students because 

they had difficulty doing so in the past. With CER, students will tend to reiterate what they 

already wrote as evidence to support the claim as their reasoning. I modeled for teachers how to 

draw out what students’ current understanding might be in order to connect new information 

with what they believe is true. I emphasized the need to unveil students’ current understanding 

in order to address any misconceptions they may have before introducing new content so that 

students have opporuntiites to question what they know and how they came to know it. This 

part of the discussion took place as a group where teachers tried to explain why their evidence 

was credible using their current understanding of the topic and what was presented in the video 

clip. To gauge if teachers were using CER or a similar approach before they completed a 

reflection before they learned the strategy. They completed the reflection again after the 

activity to modify or add to what they initially wrote about CER (See Appendix J).   

Ethical Issues  

 An ethical issue that needs to be addressed is the dual role that I have as the workshop 

facilitator and interviewer. As stated earlier, I plan to write the interview protocol using specific 

terminology that addresses the effectiveness of the components of the workshop rather than 
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questions that evaluate me as a presenter. I will also ask survey questions each day to get an 

understanding of how participants feel early on before asking them to elaborate as well. All of 

the participants’ identities will be protected through randomly generated identification numbers 

that they will use each day to complete the online surveys. The identification numbers will 

consist of numbers that represent grade level taught, focus subject for the workshop, and a 

three-digit random teacher code. Teachers will use their unique codes each time they complete 

surveys or any work during the workshop. This will encourage teachers to be as honest and 

candid as possible as they evaluate the workshops. Another consideration is that teachers may 

not feel comfortable talking about their specific schools or individuals they work with because 

GCC is controversial. The randomly assigned identification numbers will also protect their 

responses to ensure that their specific schools are not revealed. All the workshop data will be 

stored on Google Drive and the researcher’s personal hard drive.  

Validity and Reliability 

 Reliability will be addressed by ensuring that all participants receive the same program 

(see Appendix G). Inter-rater reliability will also be achieved by having two raters code the 

qualitative data into various themes. They will code a small percentage of the interview based 

on themes provided. To support internal validity, surveys will be collected and coded each day 

of the workshop along with daily reflection entries consisting of open-ended questions by the 

researcher. The survey data and the reflections will then be analyzed prior to the interviews. 

Interview responses will be compared to survey responses and concept maps to achieve 

triangulation. The themes that emerge from the data will be analyzed to see if they confirm or 

challenge current research findings for GCC educational programs and address the four 

research questions. 
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It is important to note that the workshop is free and open to all Los Angeles science 

educators; therefore there is a possibility that participants may already be in favor of GCC 

education when they register. Knowing this, the results will have issues of external validity 

because teachers may already be in favor of climate science and all the teachers are from Los 

Angeles County. Even so, results from the study may still have external validity in that teachers 

are able to report challenges and changes to current educational programs regarding SSI, and 

specific components are transferable to workshops outside of Los Angeles deemed effective by 

teachers. These components include place-based education, making content directly relevant, 

ways to approach SSI, the need to learn from experts in the field, providing engaging 

opportunities, allowing teachers to model, showing direct connections to standards, and much 

more. While there is no guarantee that a replicated study would produce identical results, the 

detailed outline of the three day workshop and data collection methods will allow others to 

systematically reproduce this study to determine if findings are similar. Standardized protocols 

and consistent SPSS coding procedures will be used for all collected data at to ensure 

credibility. 

Summary 

 This explanatory sequential mixed-methods study will explore teacher perceptions of 

GCC, and perceptions of how a GCC educational program may inform their teaching. Using 

three venues to deliver the educational program to teachers in Fall of 2018, the study collected 

data through surveys and interviews to uncover teacher perceptions. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Findings 

This study evaluates a Global Climate Change (GCC) educational program on its 

impact and influence on teachers and their science curricula. Facilitated at three non-profit 

organizations in the Fall of 2018, 40 secondary science educators completed the multi-day 

program to learn more about climate science and how to teach the subject to fulfill the Next 

Generation Science Standards (NGSS). All participants submitted pre- and post-surveys 

through Qualtrics, which were analyzed through SPSS software, curriculum maps using 

provided templates, and open-ended daily reflection entries through Google Forms for analysis. 

Nine personal interviews also took place after participants completed the program to shed light 

on the possible influence of program components on teachers. The interviews were conducted 

online and recorded through Zoom, which was then transcribed for further analysis. All 

participants who attended the first day of the program completed the entire program without 

any compensation. Participates received 21 hours of training over three consecutive weekends 

and continue to receive monthly updates and resources by email. 

The units of analyses for this study are teachers as participants of a GCC educational 

program, and perceptions of how GCC educational programs will inform their teaching 

utilizing the following research questions: 

Research Questions 

1. What do teachers know about global climate change?  

2. Why do teachers say they want to teach global climate change? 

3. According to teachers who complete a program on GCC as a socioscientific issue, 
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a. What components do teachers report as being most useful in learning about 

GCC?  

b. What components do teachers report as being most useful to design curriculum? 

c. What components do teachers report as being most useful to their classroom 

instruction? 

4. In what ways, if any, will participation in an educational program emphasizing GCC as 

a socioscientific issue have an influence on how educators teach climate science? 

 This chapter will start by highlighting what teachers know about GCC and how the 

program increased their knowledge of climate science. Then I will offer reasons for why 

teachers say they want to teach GCC and how the program influenced their rationale. Next I 

will outline the effects of the program on the way teachers learned, designed curricula, and 

integrated climate science. Lastly, I will share the effects of the program on participants as they 

returned to their school sites.  

What Teachers Know About GCC (Research Question #1) 

 Five questions on the pre-and post-surveys were used to measure teachers’ knowledge 

on climate science. The questions asked teachers what they knew about scientific consensus, 

climate science content, and level of confidence in their knowledge about climate science. All 

participants have been given a code, which indicates their teaching level and a randomly 

assigned number to help the reader see the consistency in different teacher responses (for 

example, HST1 means High School Teacher 1, and MST1 means Middle School Teacher 1). 

The following figure shows results from the pre-and post-surveys specifically relating to 

participants’ GCC content knowledge: 
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Figure 4.1. Measuring Teachers’ GCC Content Knowledge. This figure shows teachers’ growth 

in GCC content knowledge specifically in being able to use data to justify their answers.  

 

The pre-and post-survey results highlight a growth in specifically identifying and describing 

GCC in reference to Earth’s major systems (Biosphere, Atmosphere, Hydrosphere, and 

Geosphere). Also important to note is that although participants selected the scientifically 

correct multiple-choice responses relating to scientific consensus and cause of GCC, the pre-

survey open-ended questions asking for participants to provide rationale for those responses 

show more subjectivity instead of data-driven answers. Post-survey results show the growth in 

teachers’ ability to provide a rationale for the answer they chose referencing data, research, 

and/or resources from the program. 

 Using the criteria from Table 3.1, the pre-program surveys revealed that none of the 

teachers were able to describe both scientists’ current view of climate change and the accurate 

percentage of scientists in agreement with one another. Upon completion of the program, 
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77.5% of teachers were able to accurately describe both while also citing climate data and/or 

credible research to support their claims in the post-survey. Table 4.1 reveals the growth in 

teachers’ responses in the pre-and post-surveys regarding scientific consensus and the current 

causes of GCC. Participant HST24’s initial response to explaining the debate on GCC to a 

student was somewhat subjective while emphasizing the politics of GCC. At the end of the 

program, HST24 answered the same question on the post-survey this time citing data and 

credible research in their response. The post-survey showed that 31 of 40 teachers changed 

their answers to include data and/or research to support their possible explanation to students.  

Table 4.1   
   

Teachers' Growth in Climate Change Knowledge 
Content Focus Pre-Survey Responses Post-Survey Responses 
Understanding 
Scientific 
Consensus 
Example 1 (FR) 

“There are a lot of different views 
because some scientists are 
working for oil companies and are 
just looking at some data that fits 
their interpretation. They are not 
liking all the data (HST24).” 

“100% of scientists agree that 
global climate change is happening. 
97% of scientists agree that it is 
caused by human impact. The other 
3% says that there is not enough 
information to clearly state that it is 
caused by humans. I would then 
show data from Cook's research or 
a video to illustrate that scientists 
all agree that climate change is 
occurring (HST24).” 

Understanding 
Scientific 
Consensus 
Example 2 (FR) 

“What have you heard that makes 
you think scientists are arguing 
about climate change? What kind of 
arguments have you heard? Let's 
talk about the difference between 
discourse & argumentation 
(MST29).” 

“First, I might ask them where they 
heard this information. Then I 
would share with them the 100% & 
97.1% statistic & talk to them 
about the meaning of 'consensus.' I 
would then talk to them about how 
the scientists quoted by the chief 
climate change denier [Dr. Tol] 
were upset about how he used their 
data/statements, & encourage them 
to look more into what 'arguing' 
means... plus sharing with them a 
bunch of the resources we've been 
exposed to during the workshop 
(MST29)!” 
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Understanding 
Anthropogenic 
GCC Example 
1 (FR) 

“Scientific evidence points to the 
role that CO2 & other greenhouse 
gases have played in increasing 
global temperature through their 
role as ‘greenhouse gases.’ Data 
shows that there is a corresponding 
relationship between CO2 increase 
& global temperature increase. 
While correlation does not equal 
causation, the understanding of the 
role CO2 & other greenhouse gases 
play in the atmosphere, their 
increasing PPM, and the resultant 
increase in temperature make it 
hard to think otherwise (MST29).” 

“We are the meteorite. In other 
words, we are entering the 6th mass 
extinction in Earth's history, 
commonly called the Anthropocene 
for its primary cause - the human 
use, abuse, and manipulation of all 
4 spheres of our planet. Whether 
due to our abuse of resources 
leading to increasing CO2 & other 
greenhouse gasses in the 
atmosphere, our love affair with 
hydrocarbons that has led to plastic 
in all the world's oceans, or the way 
we have systematically over hunted 
& fished our way through the 
biosphere, there is not a spot on the 
planet that has escaped our 
rapacious greed. To claim this 
hasn't impacted the way our earth 
functions is not just stupid, it's 
willfully ignorant (MST29).” 

Understanding 
Anthropogenic 
GCC Example 
2 (FR) 

“NASA - Eyes on the Earth 
(MST25).” 
 

“Data shared about the change in 
the average temperature of the 
earth over time. 2. Data from 
NASA satellites showing the 
increase in CO2 and CH4 in the 
environment. 3. Bradley Hoge from 
NCSE said there is an increase 
weather severity such as wild fires, 
drought and storms 4. Tons of 
information from the video called 
‘Before the Flood’ that Kelley 
shared (MST25).” 

 
Note. MC refers to multiple-choice question and FR refers to free response question. 
 

Using the same criteria from Table 3.1, the pre-surveys also showed that 75% of teachers who 

started the program were also unable to provide rationale related to the anthropogenic factors 

causing GCC (30 of 40). That number decreased to 25% upon program completion, with 10 of 

40 teachers maintaining that the cause of current GCC is equally attributed to both humans and 

natural activities (See Table 4.1). The detailed data-driven responses provided in the post-
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surveys reveal the depth of understanding, knowledge, and confidence that teachers developed 

through the program. This can be seen in the post-survey response examples in Table 4.1 where 

MST29 used specific terminology (such as anthropogenic) along with concrete examples to 

explain her answer. This can also be seen in MST25’s detailed response in listing all the data-

driven resources that they would use to support their answer. Surveys also showed that this 

program increased the GCC content knowledge of 65% of teacher participants that initially 

came in with misconceptions regarding scientific consensus.  

 Delving deeper into climate science, 37.5% of participants were able to identify Earth’s 

major systems and how carbon cycles through those systems in the pre-survey. After 

completing the program, post-survey results revealed that 85% of teachers are able to identify 

and describe all the systems accurately. Table 4.1 organizes sample pre-and post-survey results 

to show an increase in climate science knowledge using participant responses to show changes 

in thinking. 

In also gauging how participants felt about their personal knowledge of climate science, 

teachers ranked themselves using a Likert scale on both pre-and post-surveys. Prior to the 

program, 60% of teachers felt somewhat confident in their knowledge. After completing the 

program, 100% reported feeling confident to strongly confident about their understanding of 

GCC. Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of teachers’ level of confidence in climate science 

before and after the educational program. 
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Figure 4.2. Teachers’ Self-Reported Confidence Level in GCC Content. This figure shows the 

increase in teachers’ confidence levels in teaching about GCC. 

 

Follow up interviews also called for participants to rank their level of confidence on a 

scale of one to five, with five being highly confident in introducing GCC to students. All nine 

interviewees (100%) reported feeling highly confident in being able to introduce students to 

climate change upon completion of the educational program.  

Teaching Colleagues with Increased Confidence Levels 

A common theme that emerged from the interviews involved an increase in confidence 

about climate science and the desire to teach other adults. Many participants shared their 

excitement and ability to return to their school sites to host formal professional development 

opportunities for their colleagues as well as possessing more confidence in talking about GCC 

with others. The following quote show how teachers’ confidence levels in climate science 
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increased also showing the urgency that many teachers felt during the workshop to get the 

message out about GCC. 

“[My confidence level about teaching GCC] would’ve been probably a 3 or a 4 [out of 

5] before I got the information. Right now, I’m on an 8 or a 9 because I’m actually able 

to share [GCC content and strategies] with my teachers tomorrow, and tell them that 

they don’t have to have all the answers [about GCC] because actually [data on GCC] is 

still developing. There’s still time to address [GCC]. It’s not like we’re at the end of 

this, we still have time to [reduce our carbon emissions] now, and we can actually make 

a change on the positive side rather than pushing [our carbon emissions] continuously 

towards the end of the Earth where we’re not going to be able to exist (HST28).” 

A teacher wanting to teach colleagues or other adults using program resources was another 

prevailing theme throughout the post-surveys. The next participant shared their eagerness in 

disseminating GCC information and collaborating across disciplines to dispel misconceptions 

surrounding climate science. 

“Today it was super exciting! I shared the fact about the climate scientist saying that 

100% agree on it and my colleagues about 12 of them were like, ‘What?’ So, they 

didn’t even know it! Three percent say it’s not or don’t want to say it’s because of 

humans. Not all my colleagues understand [GCC]. A history teacher asked if I was 

going to talk about the political part of [GCC], and I told him, ‘No that’s your job!’ 

because we can work together (MST25).” 

The increased level of confidence in participants leading them to educate other adults was also 

a trending response in the interviews. Eight out of nine participants said they are teaching their 

colleagues informally through everyday conversation or formally through hosting department 
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wide professional development using the program resources. After completing the program, 

one of the interviewees shared that they educated a stranger on GCC using the program 

strategies after identifying that this individual had misconceptions about GCC.  

“I actually went away this weekend and the owner of the hotel said, ‘I don’t believe in 

all that [GCC] garbage…Where’s your proof?’ And I said, ‘Well there’s a lot of 

different evidence out there,’ but I didn’t push it. Whereas in the past I would’ve gotten 

on my soapbox, but I thought, ‘Remember to get them to think about it using questions.’ 

So I went that route (MST8).” 

Ultimately, all of the interviewees stated that the likelihood of them teaching students GCC 

using what they learned during the program is 100%. In a follow-up survey emailed to all 

participants several months after the completion of the program, 80% of teachers (32 of 40) 

report that they have already started or will soon use the program resources and content to teach 

students about GCC.  

Reasons Teachers Want to Teach About GCC (Research Question #2) 

 The pre-and post-survey captured teachers’ responses for why they want to teach 

students about GCC. Table 4.2 shows the frequency in response from pre-and post-surveys. 

Participants were asked to select the top three choices for why they want to teach students 

about GCC from a provided list of reasons. 

Table 4.2 

Survey Results – Why Teachers Want to Teach About GCC (N=40) 
 
Reason       Pre-Survey           Post-Survey  
1.  To fulfill the NGSS requirements    17   11 
2. To engage students in science    17   13 
3. You want students to be critical scientific  
 thinkers       17   12 
4. You personally feel that it is an important topic  15   16 
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5. To help students make informed decisions  12   16 
6. To help students analyze and interpret climate  
 change data      12   10 
7. You want to help students create solutions to  
 this problem      12   13 
8. You feel that it directly affects students   6   12 
9. You want to know of more ways to help students  
 mitigate/adapt to climate change    6   7 
10. You want to know of more ways you can help  
 mitigate/adapt to climate change    2   2 
11. You’re personally interested in the topic   2   6 
12. To meet a school related requirement   1   0 
13. You may teach about climate change in the  
 future       1   1 
14. To satisfy a requirement or recommendation    
 from your school’s administrator    0   0 
15. You probably will not teach students about  
 climate change      0   0 
16. Other: ________________________   0   1 
 
The top three selected pre-survey responses were to fulfill the NGSS requirements (17 of 40), 

to engage students in science (17 of 40), and because they want students to be critical scientific 

thinkers (17 of 40). None of the participants (0 of 40) reported that they enrolled in the program 

to satisfy a requirement or recommendation from a school administrator, or that they will not 

teach about climate change (0 of 40).  

 As a former science teacher, my hypothesis was that teachers would be interested in 

attending this program to fulfill the NGSS climate science components, but also to learn about 

the state standards as well. In my experience as an instructional coach working with many Los 

Angeles districts facilitating NGSS professional development, I often worked with teams of 

science teachers that lacked confidence in NGSS knowledge or had doubts of curricula 

alignment with the new standards. The recruitment flyers that were created specifically 

highlighted climate change with an emphasis on NGSS to appeal to science teachers looking to 

learn about both. Ultimately, I used NGSS as the vehicle to help science teachers learn about 
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GCC just as prior research hypothesized might work to catalyze climate science education 

(Hestness et al., 2014). 

 Looking at the results from the pre-and post-surveys, I combined all reasons listed that 

are components of the NGSS to analyze if there is a shift in teachers’ thinking for why they 

want to teach about GCC. Table 4.3 shows the reasons combined and pre-and post-survey 

results using what is written in the NGSS Framework as the selection criteria. 

Table 4.3 

Analyzing Teachers’ Reported Reasons for Teaching GCC for NGSS (N=40) 
Reasons Pre-Survey 

Results 
Post-Survey 
Results 

To fulfill the NGSS requirements 17 11 
To engage students in science 17 13 
You want students to be critical scientific thinkers 17 12 
To help students analyze and interpret climate change data 12 10 
To meet a school related requirement 1 0 
To satisfy a requirement or recommendation from your school’s 
administrator 

0 0 

Combined scores 64/240 46/240 
 
When combining the scores from the pre-survey, 27% of teachers report that they want to teach 

GCC to fulfill some component of the NGSS. That combined percentage drops to 19% in the 

post-surveys revealing a slight priority shift in reasons for why teachers want to teach about 

GCC. Table 4.4 shows combined reasons with a student-centered focus for analysis. 

Table 4.4 

Analyzing Teachers’ Reported Student-Centered Reasons for Teaching GCC (N=40) 
Reasons Pre-Survey 

Results 
Post-Survey 
Results 

To help students make informed decisions 12 16 
You want to help students create solutions to this problem 12 13 
You feel that it directly affects students 6 12 
You want to know of more ways to help students mitigate/adapt 
to climate change 

6 7 

Combined scores 36/160 48/160 
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When combining the scores from the pre-survey, 23% of teachers report that they want to teach 

GCC for student-centered reasons. That combined percentage increased to 30% in the post-

surveys. 

The results also indicate that upon program completion, teacher participants cared more 

about teaching GCC because they felt that it was a personally important topic (2.5% increase), 

they want to help students make informed decisions (10% increase), they feel GCC directly 

affects students (15% increase), and they are personally interested in the topic (10% increase). 

Participants reported that teaching GCC for the sole purpose of addressing the NGSS became 

less of a priority as the primary reason for why they should teach climate science to students. 

 Prior research indicated that teachers do not get GCC education in their undergraduate 

years, which was confirmed in this study by all interviewees (Hestness et al., 2014; Lambert & 

Bleicher, 2013; Liu et al., 2015; Plutzer et al., 2016; Sadler et al., 2004). All nine interviewees 

shared that they received no training in their teacher education programs on climate change 

content or on how to teach climate science. The teachers interviewed went through teacher 

education programs ranging from one to 26 years ago. It is important to note that previous 

standards did not hold secondary science teachers accountable for climate change content. 

Many teachers shared that there were no available educational programs around, but felt the 

need to be prepared to teach about GCC. 

“We know [GCC] is a 6th grade standard and there’s a huge section on it. [GCC] is not a 

content area that we’re…comfortable with….Initially, I knew I had to go to this 

[program] because I didn’t see any other opportunities that offer [training] about climate 

[science] as a teacher. This was the only…program that I saw…about climate and 

weather all throughout last year (MST22).” 
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Evaluating Effect of Program (Research Question #3) 

This program was designed using the three core components of the Socioscientific 

Issues Framework: Learner Experiences, Design Elements, and Teacher Attributes (Presley et 

al., 2013). In order to gauge program impacts on teacher participants, 11 items on the pre-and 

post-surveys measured teachers’ position on all three components. Daily reflection open-ended 

survey responses were also analyzed to unveil program effect. Table 4.5 shows the pre-and 

post-survey responses for the core components of the SSI Framework. 

Table 4.5 

SSI Framework Core Components Pre-and Post-Survey Results 
 

 
 
Survey Items 

 Pre-Survey 
Mean(µ) 

Pre-Survey 
SD (σ) 

 Post-
Survey 
Mean(µ) 

Post-
Survey 
SD (σ) 

Component 1: Learner Experiences       
LE1: Students should discuss politics 
related to science in my class. 

  
3.13 

 
.791 

  
2.98 

 
.800 

LE2: Students need opportunities to collect 
and analyze scientific data. 

  
3.93 

 
.267 

  
3.85 

 
.362 

LE3: Students should discuss ethics related 
to scientific issues in my class. 

  
3.68 

 
.656 

  
3.53 

 
.640 

LE4: Students should learn about the Nature 
of Science.  

  
3.80 

 
.405 

  
3.80 

 
.464 

Component 2: Design Elements       
DE1: It is important to build instruction 
around a compelling issue. 

  
3.73 

 
.452 

  
3.88 

 
.335 

DE2: I will present climate change issues at 
the start of each unit/chapter. 

  
3.15 

 
.580 

  
3.43 

 
.594 

DE3: In my class, students often engage in 
argumentation.  

  
3.83 

 
.501 

  
3.73 

 
.506 

DE4: I always teach science through real-
world issues that are directly related to my 
students. 

  
 

3.95 

 
 

.221 

  
 

3.93 

 
 

.267 
DE5: In my class, students often use 
media/technology to connect classroom 
activities to the real world. 

  
 

3.90 

 
 

.304 

  
 

3.78 

 
 

.423 
Component 3: Teacher Attributes       
TA1: I currently have a strong       
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understanding of GCC.  2.80 .648 3.50 .506 
TA2: If I don’t know the answer to a 
student’s question, I feel comfortable 
admitting to him/her that I don’t know the 
answer. 

  
 

3.88 

 
 

.335 

  
 

3.88 

 
 

.516 

TA3: I have to know everything about a 
particular issue before teaching about it. 

  
2.33 

 
.797 

  
2.10 

 
.928 

TA4: I feel comfortable teaching about 
open-ended issues where I cannot predict 
student responses. 

  
 

3.50 

 
 

.555 

  
 

3.69 

 
 

.545 
 
 

As a socioscientific issue, the GCC educational program was structured to meet the 

recommendations made by the framework to unveil effective and ineffective components of 

learning about GCC through this lens.  

Learning about GCC 

The SSI Framework highlights the need for essential learning experiences learners need 

to engage in during SSI-based instruction (Presley et al., 2013). These opportunities include 

engaging in higher-order practices (such as CER), confronting relevant scientific ideas or 

theories, or negotiating the social dimensions GCC (Presley et al., 2013). Twenty-five percent 

of teacher participants strongly agreed that students should discuss politics related to science, 

82.5% of participants strongly agreed that students should learn about the Nature of Science, 

85% strongly agree that students need to collect and analyze scientific data, and 60% strongly 

agreed that students should discuss ethics related to scientific issues in their classes.  

The question that had the most variation in response was LE1 (refer to Table 4.3) 

specifically asking teachers if they will create opportunities in their science class to discuss 

politics related to science. Common interviewee responses like the following shed light on 

teacher concerns over incorporating politics in their classes because they are, “[W]orried about 
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presenting a different view than the [student’s] parents have and then having [students] feeling 

[conflicted]. [Students] are not use to using the data to make a decision (MST25),” feeling the 

need to be political neutral, “[B]ecause…[Students] are so impressionable I want them to come 

up with their own ideas…I don’t want to try and influence them (MST8),” or feeling 

“[N]ervous about politics [because] I don’t follow politics (MST22).” Interviewee responses 

from teachers willing to incorporate politics in their science class referred to using program 

information with students, “[W]ith the training that you gave us…we could just go into the 

class and tell [students]…‘Climate change is real and it’s happening and…we have to change 

something.’ Being able to be clear-cut about [GCC] and dealing with the politics afterwards 

(HST31),” or allowing for politically driven conversations to occur in class if it emerges from 

students, “Anytime it comes up I’ll allow them the opportunities….[I]f they’re willing to 

discuss it, I want them to be discussing it because I want to engage them in what’s going on in 

the world (MST8).” It is important to note that on the last day of the program, participants had 

the opportunity to speak with the national educational director from NCSE who advised them 

to steer clear of scientific politics in the classroom if they felt uncomfortable. Mr. Hoge advised 

teachers to consistently present students with GCC data to analyze and interpret to help with 

sense making. This may have influenced the post-survey results, which showed a decrease in 

willingness to present ethics or politics related to GCC compared to the pre-survey in Table 4.3 

question LE1. 

Designing curricula around GCC 

When designing curricula around GCC, the SSI Framework emphasizes that teachers 

should build instruction around a compelling issue (phenomena-based instruction), present 

those issues first, or have opportunities to include culminating experiences pushing learners to 
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reflect on their experiences and to use higher-order practices (Presley et al., 2013).  The post-

survey results show that 87.5% of teachers strongly agreed that instruction should be grounded 

around a compelling issue, 47.5% strongly agree that climate change issues need to be placed at 

the start of the unit or chapter, and 75% feel strongly that students need to engage in higher 

order practices such as argumentation.  

Although the pre-and post-surveys show that teachers felt similarly before and after the 

program, Table 4.3 question DE1 shows an increase in affirmation for building instruction 

around a compelling issue. This program emphasized phenomena-based instruction by 

anchoring units around a compelling issue as seen in the program structure. The post-surveys 

show that100% of participants (40 of 40) strongly agree that instruction should be phenomena-

based, and now they have strategies from the program to draw from to do so at the start of each 

unit. Ninety percent of participants (36 of 40) plan to incorporate the teaching strategies 

requiring for students to generate the anchoring question related to phenomena presented 

engaging in higher-order practices. Interviewees shared that having students develop the 

anchoring question is “hugely important (HST37)” or that it relieved them of having the burden 

to develop unit questions because, “I really thought I would spend most of my time developing 

the driving questions for students and not…realizing… or tapping into this huge resource – that 

[students] have all this information to share (MST25).” The following sheds light on possible 

reasons for why teachers felt more strongly about starting the unit around a compelling topic,   

“I got to really see…how truly everything within a unit is actually to center around an 

anchoring phenomenon. We were never taught that the kids should develop the 

anchoring question, and it totally makes sense now because that’s how they actually 

connect to and embrace the whole [unit]. It all clicked through the workshop, which I 
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never quite grasped before (HST15).” 

To see what components of the program teachers would incorporate, interviewees were 

asked to plan a unit on ocean acidification on the spot out loud. All nine interviewees stated 

that they would start with a phenomenon (ranging from coral bleaching, sea star wasting 

disease, to plastic pollution in the gyres), incorporate multiple CER opportunities, and 

incorporate many opportunities to analyze and question scientific data. Five interviewees also 

mentioned incorporating culminating experiences for students at the end of the unit through 

impactful community or school projects that push students to think about their final call for 

action. 

The teaching strategies presented in the program provided teachers with the opportunity 

to incorporate or center their curricula around GCC while aligning their teaching to the NGSS. 

One of the strategies pushed teachers to use phenomena as a way to develop overarching 

driving questions to refer back to throughout their units. For example, on the first day teachers 

were shown a clip of the Darvaza Gas Crater that has been burning since 1971 and the Kīlauea 

Volcanic Eruption that resulted in blue flames underground. Teachers were asked to position 

themselves as students to generate a question they may have about the phenomena. They were 

given strategies on how to come to a consensus on selecting the class’ anchoring/driving 

question that would require for them to collect data everyday in class to answer that question at 

the end of the unit. Participants returned to the following workshops and shared their 

excitement in implementing the strategy the week prior. This strategy was changed five times 

(to continue pushing students to think critically) leading up to the final day where teachers were 

presented with a list of seven criteria students could use to develop strong driving questions 
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(See Appendix N). Post-survey results reveal that 95% of participants said they anticipate 

incorporating anchoring or investigative phenomena related to GCC this year. 

 Each day of the program was themed according to Earth’s spheres (Geosphere, 

Hydrosphere, Biosphere, and Atmosphere) incorporating all three dimensions of the SSI 

framework each day for consistency. Teachers created concept maps using pre-made templates 

to help them think through how they would incorporate the GCC content into their current 

curricula (See Appendix M). “The concept map was interesting because I could plot out where 

I might be able to insert this [topic]. That was an interesting approach that I thought was useful 

(MST37).” 

Modeling Teaching Strategies as a Teaching Tool. Modeling for teachers and 

coaching them during the program gave them more confidence in being able to transfer the 

program content to their classes. The open-ended reflection surveys asked teachers to write 

about components of the workshop that helped them to design curricula around GCC, and 13 of 

40 teachers specifically identified “teacher modeling (HST35)” as being the most helpful. “It 

was very helpful that the instructor/facilitator modeled for us how to introduce a lesson through 

a phenomenon then how to train students to write really good questions (MST9).” Throughout 

the program, I modeled ways to help students develop the anchoring unit question five different 

ways that increased in complexity, the CER process to help unveil students’ current knowledge 

during argumentation, and strategically built in opportunities for participants to practice these 

strategies on each other at least twice each day. Coupling the content with practical 

implementation strategies gave participants tangible ways to transfer the information to their 

classes,  
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“It was great to be coached through the CER. I’ve seen it and I’ve implemented it in 

[the past] and I fumbled through it and not really knowing how to coach the kids 

through [CER]. I understood the process great, but coaching the kids through at the 

level they need to be coached was very valuable (HST28).”  

Interviewees also identified modeling and practice opportunities helpful to their learning 

experiences (8 of 9), “Seeing you [model] it was really valuable. I really thought that was 

something you don’t see as much in other PDs (MST22).” Providing teachers with deliberate 

opportunities to learn through the student lens helped generate ideas on how to transfer the 

information back to their classrooms, “I liked that some of the workshop was delivered in 

Teacher-student scenarios to help us get an idea on how to deliver the content (MST21).” 

Teaching about GCC 

The SSI Framework stresses that teachers should have certain attributes in order to 

successfully support SSI-based instruction around topics like GCC (Presley et al., 2013). Some 

of these attributes include willingness to learn, being honest about knowledge limitations, or 

willingness to deal with uncertainty in the classroom (Presley et al., 2013). The post-survey 

results show that 100% of the participants (40 of 40) feel confident to strongly confident in 

their GCC content which increased from the pre-surveys (Table 4.3 question TA1), 92.5% feel 

highly comfortable admitting to students that they do not know all the answers to what they are 

teaching, 42.5% are willing to somewhat willing to teach about a particular issue without 

knowing everything about it, and 62.5% are strongly willing to deal with uncertainties in the 

classroom while teaching GCC content. 

Table 4.3 question TA2 highlights teachers’ willingness to teach GCC content knowing 

that there are uncertainties or possible gaps in their knowledge. “I guess I feel an expert enough 
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in my topic but also comfortable enough to say, ‘No I’m not quite sure about that.’ If the kids 

are asking [questions]…it’s because they’re engaged (HST28).” Interestingly, Table 4.3 

question TA3 shows the variation in teachers’ response regarding having to know everything 

about a topic before teaching about it. All interviewees (9 of 9) shared the importance of 

acknowledging content limitations and positioning themselves learner with students,  

“I feel that even though I’m not an expert on [GCC], that doesn’t mean that they 

shouldn’t learn it like I did last year…I can still go into [GCC] and learn as I go. I told 

[my students] that I’m going to a program where I’m learning about climate change and 

I think it’s super important. I let them know and they’re really forgiving. They 

understand that you’re learning too so I think it doesn’t make me not want to teach 

about [GCC]. For sure last year I…[didn’t] have the time to even learn about the 

smallest thing about [GCC], but having gone to your program I can feel okay…teaching 

it (MST22).”  

 All interviewees (9 of 9) also mentioned the importance of challenging and questioning 

students that may be resistant or pessimistic towards climate change education. Teaching GCC 

because participants feel it is a personally important topic to them was one of the top reasons 

reflected in the post-survey. This was also prevalent in the responses with all nine interviewees 

(100%),  

“If the student thinks that we’re not capable of change than Obama shouldn’t have 

[been elected] and the black and white integration shouldn’t have happened. The only 

thing definite is change and you can’t stop change from happening. It happens from the 

cellular level. Making it lighter would probably allow students to be more receptive to 
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the possibility of change. The only way to counteract [the negativity] is that you as a 

teacher, has to try to stay positive (HST37).” 

 Another essential characteristic stressed by the SSI Framework for leading SSI-based 

instruction is to have awareness about social issues surrounding the topic (Presley et al., 2013). 

One of the interviewees shared her willingness to deal with uncertainties in teaching about 

GCC because of the social justice issues that her students encounter.  

“With special ed[ucation] you really don’t know how much [content] is comprehended. 

Houses in Beverly Hills might have [GCC] conversations all the time as to where I am 

[located]. [Students] dinner conversations are not necessarily going to be about [GCC]. 

Where else would they get the conversation [about GCC] other than here at school? A 

lot of the kids I teach have no idea what is going on because it’s not a household 

conversation. If they catch [GCC information] on the news, how much depth will they 

get? How much did their other teachers teach them [about GCC] (HST13)?”  

All interviewees (9 of 9) expressed their willingness to deal with uncertainties around teaching 

GCC. The program emphasized the tentative nature of GCC due to on-going research and new 

data emerging often. 

 When asked about program components that were the least helpful for learning about 

GCC, all interviewees (9 of 9) talked about the time constraints of the program. All 

interviewees stated that they allocated time outside of the program to review the resources 

provided to continue to learn about GCC topics of interest (9 of 9). Eight out of nine 

interviewees shared that they intend to teach their colleagues using the program resources and 

teaching strategies, but that more support is needed, 
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“I think the one thing is, your PD was very valuable, but I think it’s most valuable if 

people already have foundations to work from because it was so much awesome 

information, but it’s overwhelming if they have no framework to work from to even 

know how to implement things in a logistical and cohesive way (HST28).”  

Program Influence on Teacher Participants (Research Question #4) 

The pre-and post-survey results indicate that the GCC educational program changed 

teachers’ instruction on climate change, their teaching curricula, and their personal views on 

the subject. In a survey emailed to all participants six months after the end of the program, 80% 

(32 of 40) of participants indicated that they have already taught using the program resources, 

incorporated program content, or plan to do so this year. Some of the influential factors that 

participants identified as adding to the effect of the program include the program design, the 

location of the program, and the introduction of teaching strategies to approach climate science. 

Data for this research question come from interviews conducted after the end of the program 

with nine participants, as well as the 40 pre-and post-survey responses. 

Role of Program Design 

In looking at the program design, I incorporated components recommended by Monroe 

et al. (2017), to effectively educate teachers on GCC. The six components needed for effective 

professional development on GCC include 1) a focus on making GCC information personally 

relevant and meaningful, 2) delivering content in an engaging way, 3) providing educators with 

many opportunities for discourse for self-reflection and growth, 4) providing opportunities to 

interact with scientists or experts, 5) addressing misconceptions about GCC, 6) providing time 

for teachers to design curricula, projects, or labs related to GCC. 
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1) Making climate science information personally relevant. Research on GCC 

education stresses the need to make the distant, global, and overwhelming threat of GCC 

personally relevant (Monroe et al., 2017). In order to ensure that information was personally 

meaningful to participants, each day showcased impacts of GCC on Los Angeles with positive 

solutions presented by local and national organizations to help participants and their students 

get involved to mitigate or adapt to climate change. In the open-ended daily reflection surveys, 

50% (20 of 40) of participants wrote about the effect of program content and resources being 

personally relevant, “The various [GCC impact] videos shown today help to remind me of the 

urgency of this issue. I also thought it was important that we were being presented with [GCC] 

solutions we could share with our students/colleagues (HST38).”  

The program had teachers analyze the National Climate Assessment (NCA) to 

understand the five major impacts of GCC on coastal cities and the Southwest (National 

Climate Assessment, 2014). They were also given opportunities to explain climate science 

concepts such as positive and negative feedbacks through tangible examples (such as studying 

the albedo effect on the Sierra Nevada Mountains and the changes in level of snow fall) 

provided by local scientists such as Alex Hall from UCLA’s Institute of Environment & 

Sustainability. Participants also looked at data and results from seminal studies such as 

EcoAdapt’s (2016) Southern California vulnerability study led by senior scientist, Jessi 

Kershner, detailing the need to mitigate or adapt according to the impacts of GCC. The flow of 

material helped teachers to integrate GCC content because, “The organization of the material 

allows me to directly embed the material into the existing curriculum without additional work 

(HST13).” 
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Teachers also reviewed current data from the Sustainable City pLAn (2018) to see the 

level of progress Los Angeles (L.A.) has made in meeting or exceeding goals to be the leading 

city addressing GCC. Specifically, they looked at L.A.’s future goals in the areas of developing 

sustainable green jobs, moving to alternative sources of energy, and addressing environmental 

injustice and equity that the city is still working towards. Reflection surveys show that 25% of 

teachers (10 of 40) identified the use of current data to showcase the impacts of GCC supported 

their learning, “Presentation of data – different sets of data related to environmental issues – 

and what the country or specifically what LA is doing to help resolve environmental issues 

helped me learn more about global climate change (MST9).” 

2) Delivering content in an engaging way. Research highlights the need to present 

GCC content to teachers in a variety of engaging, active, and student-centered ways (Monroe et 

al., 2017). This program presented climate science using Earth’s major spheres to organize 

information for teachers in varying subject areas. Post-survey results show that all interviewees 

(40 of 40) noted the abundant amount of resources and information presented during the 

program that without structure or guidance could be overwhelming. Specifically, the program 

structure gave teachers ideas on how to integrate GCC into their current curriculum for NGSS,  

“The information on Earth Systems helped me understand how to develop and design 

[GCC] curriculum for my middle school students. It provided me with ideas on making 

units/lessons aligned with the NGSS [and] also provided me with ideas on creating 

lessons/activities that would be interesting to my students (MST1).” 

Participants also learned through short clips, visuals, online simulations, and 

participated in inquiry labs each day of the program. The first day’s reflection survey asked 

teachers to identify helpful program components in learning about GCC. All participants (40 of 
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40) wrote about the stimulating visuals, current data on GCC, and how the resources could be 

used to elicit anchoring or investigative science questions for students. “Graphics and 

animations allowed me to visualize the concepts and have resources to [do so] (MST15).” 

Allowing teachers to visualize the science content helped them to make sense of the 

information. “I learned a lot…from the videos we were shown and the data we were provided 

with. Learning about the carbon cycle paths provided the background science information that I 

was missing [before] (MST22).” Lastly, teachers were given multiple opportunities to practice 

NGSS-aligned teaching strategies to be able to bring the content back to their students using 

program resources. “The video clips are powerful ways to engage students in generating 

questions about phenomena…it’s useful to continue practicing this technique (HST25).” 

3) Providing deliberate discourse opportunities for reflection. Participants were 

grouped by grade level and subject matter to discuss ways to incorporate the GCC content in 

relevant and meaningful ways each day. All interviewees (9 of 9) identified the importance of 

having other subject matter teachers to work with because it allowed them to collaborate and 

reflect on the information with others. For example, participants learned of the different paths 

of the carbon cycling through Earth’s spheres to understand how all science subjects are 

connected. To highlight the rapid rate of change for carbon dioxide, participants used an online 

visual documenting the historic levels of carbon dioxide beginning at 20,000BCE and ending at 

future climate models in the year 2100. These resources resonated with participants and was 

evident in the daily reflection surveys and curricula maps that participants created during all 

three days of the program showcasing their ideas on how to organize and integrate specific 

GCC content (See Appendix M). 
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To learn more about the carbon cycle and rampant versus rapid carbon dioxide, teachers 

engaged in a jig-saw reading on the first day using the Paleontology Research Institute’s, 

“Teacher Friendly Guide to Climate Change.” Participants shared how these strategies coupled 

with deliberate discourse opportunities to process information helped them to make sense of the 

information. It was helpful to learn about GCC by, “Meeting in content areas, talking about the 

curriculum, and doing the labs (HST25).” 

4) Providing opportunities to interact with scientists or experts. Prior research 

revealed that opportunities allowing participants to interact with scientists or experts as co-

collaborators helped to increase confidence in facilitating student exploration about the nature 

of science (Monroe et al., 2017). Reflection surveys show that 27.5% (11 of 40) of participants 

felt it was helpful to their learning to hear from local scientists/experts on a specific topic, “I 

liked learning about the citizen science [program] that Reef Check is doing- [I’m] definitely 

going to look into how I can get my students involved in what they do! [It’s] interesting 

learning about the local environment (HST38).” 

Bradley Hoge, the director at NCSE, also spoke to teachers and provided strategies on 

how to deal with skepticism around GCC on the last day of the program. In the live video 

session, teachers were able to pose questions and engage with another GCC educational expert. 

The two common questions that emerged from teachers posed to Mr. Hoge were, “How can I 

connect my students with a real scientist?” and “How do the recent hurricanes relate to climate 

change?” The program was offered during the time when stronger than ever hurricanes were 

occurring causing mass devastation to many parts of the world. The participants wanted to 

know how to peak students interest in science by having them connect with real scientists and 
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how recent events might relate to GCC. Recordings of all the live Zoom sessions were also 

made available online for teachers to share with their colleagues. 

5) Addressing misconceptions about global climate change. In order to address 

misconceptions related to GCC, the first day of the program kicked off by introducing scientific 

consensus and the role of the media. Past research noted that the public (including teachers) 

often gets information about GCC from the media (Maibach et al., 2014), which causes 

teachers to spread misinformation without proper education on the subject matter (Plutzer et al., 

2016). This program provided multiple opportunities for deliberate discourse so that teachers 

could analyze and interpret data around misconceptions related to GCC. Starting the program 

by addressing common misconceptions gave teachers data they could use as a speaking point. 

Reflection surveys show that 25% (10 of 40) of participants pointed out that learning about 

scientific consensus and how researchers came to that consensus gave them strong talking 

points with their students. Teachers learned about how scientific consensus was established for 

GCC, and then discussed John Cook’s (2016) “Consensus on Consensus” study that allowed 

for a deeper understanding of how GCC is portrayed inaccurately by the media leading to 

misconceptions. “Being provided the evidence about the Consensus on Consensus was very 

effective, which I can share with the students and even the parents to make climate change a 

REAL thing (HST28).” Participants found this helpful in learning more about GCC, “I feel like 

I already knew about the high [percentage of] science consensus, but it was good to see the 

explanation of how we came to that consensus [on GCC] (HST35).” This was also reflected in 

Figure 4.1 showing the growth in content knowledge among teacher participants. 

6) Providing time to design curricula. Each day of the program allotted participants 

with time to work in content teams to discuss ways in which the GCC content could be 
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integrated into their current curricula. Planning time during the workshop happened all day 

using curriculum maps where participants individually placed post-it notes of topics where they 

felt appropriate, then formally for an hour before lunch in content teams to discuss their 

integration ideas, and again after the inquiry lab for another hour in content teams. A challenge 

identified by participants in the reflection surveys and post-program interviews highlight the 

need for more planning time by participants (8 of 40). Interviewees shared that, “More time 

would’ve been beneficial, but we probably would’ve been there all day then (MST31).” 

Participants also recognized that there is a lot of information to learn with GCC, “This is just 

the nature of the beast, but I there was A LOT of info to digest in a short period of time 

(HST38).” The need to spend additional time outside of the program to continue integrating 

GCC content was recognized by all interviewees (9 of 9), “I would come back and spend the 

rest of the Saturday looking through the resources because there’s just so much you know? 

That was one big difference that…I think other people would agree with that you gave us so 

[many] resources [to] use right away (MST22).” What was evident was that all interviewees (9 

of 9) discussed ways in which they plan to use the program resources right away, “After the 

workshop I went home and started lesson planning… [During the workshop, my content team] 

and I looked at each other like, ‘I’m doing this tomorrow (HST28).’” 

Role of Providing Teaching Strategies  

 Coupling NGSS aligned teaching strategies to address the content gave teachers ideas 

on how to introduce the material to their students. The three strategies emphasized during the 

program includes using phenomena as anchors to drive the unit, guiding students to develop the 

anchoring/driving questions for the unit or lesson, and engaging in CER to help students make 

connections from what they currently know to what they are learning. Teachers found the three 
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approaches valuable to creating coherence in their units and as valuable teaching tools to 

integrate GCC. Post-surveys highlighted that 95% of participants anticipate incorporating GCC 

anchoring or investigative phenomena this year (38 of 40), 90% plan to have students develop 

their own anchoring/driving questions related to the phenomena (36 of 40), and 100% of 

participants anticipate incorporating opportunities for CER this year (40 of 40).  

“The program greatly influenced how I organize my curriculum. Instead of introducing 

a stand-alone topic - It is now consistently related to global phenomenon. I gained deep 

insight as to how to do this from the content of the program. I have also adjusted how 

topics are introduced using the inquiry methods I learned in the program. This was 

exactly what I needed to feel empowered with knowledge and strategies to embrace 

NGSS (HST24).” 

In the follow-up survey emailed to participants six months after the conclusion of the program, 

80% report already using the teaching strategies or plan to do so this school year. The 

following participant shared details on how the program has influenced their thinking around 

GCC. Specifically using an investigative approach to show students the coherence between 

science concepts. 

“I now use an Anchoring Phenomena to start every unit of study and I have taken the 

time to instruct students on the qualities that make a good Anchoring Phenomena 

question. I also use an investigative phenomenon for the students' lab[s]. When I teach 

about a global climate change issue, I present it as a system (such as the biosphere, that 

is interrelated to other systems like the hydrosphere, geosphere, etc.) and I also get 

students to think about the global climate issue using a systems thinking approach. I 

have now modeled the CER (Claim, Evidence, Reasoning) for students to describe their 
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understanding of the science concepts they have just learn[ed] and I use it as part of 

their assessment (HST26).” 

All nine interviewees anticipate integrating the new approaches of including phenomena, 

student created anchoring/driving questions, and opportunities for CER. Although this 

educational program went over GCC content, it also gave them tools to be able to successfully 

deliver the content to fulfill the NGSS. All participants (40 of 40) report in the post-survey and 

follow-up survey that the program helped to provide participants with concrete instructional 

strategies to enhance their science teaching,  

“I have more [GCC] content to teach, more clarity in anchoring question development 

that is student centered, and a more concrete way to teach CER with great examples. I 

also have so many new resources, but not enough time to peruse them all that you have 

given me a plethora of summer work in 2019 as I seek how to incorporate all I can from 

the resources to make our NGSS Life Science curriculum that much better. The 

program was amazing and needs to be replicated by someone (HST20)!” 

Seminal studies on climate change teacher education emphasize similar components of this 

program, but one area that seems to be lacking is incorporating effective teaching strategies 

needed to deliver politically controversial topics such as GCC. The results from this program 

reveal that teachers feel more confident in their ability teach GCC with ideas and strategies 

they can immediately access. 

Summary 

This educational program provided teachers with the opportunity to position their 

current curricula in the larger context of GCC for NGSS, while showing them the importance 

of teaching about GCC as a SSI. In highlighting what teachers know about GCC, most 
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teachers’ knowledge of climate science increased through their participation in the program, 

although the group seemed split on their willingness to take on the political or ethical aspects of 

climate change in their own science classrooms. Teachers initially wanted to learn about GCC 

to fulfill the NGSS, engage students in science, or wanted students to be scientific thinkers. 

After completing the program, most teachers’ identified wanting to learn more about GCC 

because they wanted students to make informed decisions and they felt it was a personally 

important topic. In evaluating the effect of the program on the three major components of the 

SSI Framework (learner experiences, design elements, and teacher attributes), teachers 

showed varying levels of wanting to provide opportunities in class to discuss political 

implications of GCC, they felt more strongly about building instruction around compelling 

issues, and they had more confidence in their GCC content knowledge (Refer to Table 4.3). 

The program components that were most helpful to teachers learning about GCC were the 

program design, the visual resources, and learning through a student-lens. The most helpful 

component for designing curricula around GCC were the individual curriculum maps and 

working in content teams. Lastly, learning through a student-lens and watching me model 

specific teaching strategies using GCC content influenced the way teachers will teach about 

GCC. The biggest challenge of the program identified by teachers is the desire for more 

planning time to continue working in content groups to discuss integration of the material, 

which resulted in teachers having to continue planning on their own time. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Discussion 

 The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) calls for secondary science teachers to 

teach about global climate change (GCC), but there are few GCC educational programs 

available and even fewer aligned to the standards. A recent report published by National Public 

Radio (NPR) revealed that more than 80% of parents support the teaching of GCC, but 55% of 

teachers say they do not teach GCC with the top reason being that they feel it is outside of their 

content areas (Kamenetz, 2019). Prior research shows that teachers who do teach GCC spend 

between one to two hours on the topic each year (Plutzer et al., 2016), and that major teaching 

inconsistencies are due to a myriad of factors including the lack of deep GCC content 

knowledge, scientific literacy, or weak curriculum (Bunten & Dawson, 2014; Dawson, 2012; 

Hansen, 2010). Given that the majority of teachers (55%) avoid teaching climate science 

altogether, students will be more susceptible to misleading information put forth by the media 

or well-funded GCC disinformation campaigns. The need for GCC education is critical for 

teachers taking on this politically controversial topic to help students become informed 

decision-makers on science related matters. 

This study approaches GCC as a socioscientific issue (SSI) because it is a complex, 

open-ended, and politically controversial topic without straightforward solutions. Using the SSI 

Framework and research recommendations on GCC progams (Monroe et al., 2017), a multi-day 

educational program for secondary science teachers was created to support teachers. In order to 

provide teachers with the fundamentals on climate climate, I consulted with national 

educational directors from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Center for Science 
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Education (NCSE), and the Paleontology Research Institute associated with Cornell University 

(PRI). Recommendations from leading climate scientists and educational leaders (such as Alex 

Hall from UCLA’s Institute of the Environment and Sustainability, Jessi Kershner from 

EcoAdapt, Carol Anne Hagele from the San Gabriel Valley Mosquito & Vector Control 

District, and Rebecca Anderson from Alliance for Climate Education) were also used to 

provide participants with ways to get involved in mitigating or adapting to the impacts of GCC. 

This program brought together ideas from both leading organizations and GCC education 

experts in Los Angeles, to help science teachers integrate GCC content into their curriula. 

Given the scarcity of GCC educational programs offered, my program was created in 

order to study teachers as participants of the program and how the program may influence their 

teaching. This explanatory mixed-methods study took place in the Fall of 2018 at three non-

profit organizations in Los Angeles (LA). Data in the form of surveys, reflections, curricula 

maps, and interviews were collected and analyzed to uncover what teachers know about GCC, 

why they want to teach GCC, helpful program components for curricula design, and potential 

impacts the program had on participants. Monthly updates, community events, and online 

resources are shared with participants to maintain the network of teachers. Through this 

network, two additional outcomes not originally measured through the program includes groups 

of teachers attending additional GCC workshops together for more content knowledge (Such as 

UCLA monthly CNSI lab workshops or Aquarium of the Pacific GCC resilience workshops), 

and the formation of summer planning groups by participants looking to revamp their curricula 

to center around GCC for the next school year. 

This final chapter will provide recommendations from the study’s primary findings and 

highlight the significance of those findings in connection to prior research. I will also note the 
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limitations of the study and how those variables might have influenced the results. Then, I 

considere opportunities to advance this study and discuss potential implications for program 

designers looking to create GCC professional development opportunities for teachers. Finally, I 

conclude by reflecting on the process of creating the program, its components, and impact on 

teachers as learners. 

Major Program Design Findings and Considerations 

 The data from this educational program for teachers highlights important findings and 

considerations that should be considered for GCC program designers. The first design 

component to consider is the length of the program. Although one day professional 

development workshops are appealing to teachers, research reveals that teachers anywhere 

from 50 to 80 hours of training to change their teaching practices. Teachers in this program 

completed 21 hours of training and reported significant changes to their instruction. It is 

important to note that they continued their professional development with other organizations 

recommended through the program to learn more about specific topics they were interested in 

(such as nanoscience to engineer solutions to climate change impacts or boat tours to learn 

about ocean acidification). A common theme in response patterns in the daily reflections and 

post-surveys reveal that participants wanted more time in content teams to plan or more time to 

go over resources than the time alloted. Although some wished the program was longer than 

three days, they also admitted that longer programs are not appealing. Given that the program 

took place over three full days and still could not cover every aspect of climate change beyond 

the fundamentals, a shorter program might not resonate with teachers in the same way forcing 

program designers to cut out elements such as content, modeling, activities, discourse 

opportunities, strategies, or planning time.    
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 The second design component to consider is providing teachers with strategies on how 

to implement the content with students and opportunities to practice those strategies with each 

other consistently. In the follow up survey administered several months after the program, over 

90% of teachers reported that they are still using phenomena to launch their lessons and units, 

having students generate the anchoring question from the phenomenon, and 100% reported 

they are incorporating more opportunities for CER in their classes. Teachers reported that the 

program changed the way they now teach science and they have higher confidence levels to 

teach about climate change.  

 The last design component that teachers reported as being helpful to learning and 

designing curricula around was utilizing the curricula map template. The curricula map 

template allowed for teachers to first organize what they currently teach and the flow of their 

units (either self created or dictated by their school district). Giving teachers the opportunity to 

think about how the information connects as they are learning about it was helpful and teachers 

reported working with content teams helped to generate implementaton ideas as well. One of 

the challenges identified by participants is the need for more time to discuss with their content 

teams about how to integrate the topics well.  

Recommendations From Primary Findings 
 

The primary findings from this study support findings from the literature review in 

many ways, but also show different outcomes than what was expected. Prior research found 

that 31% of science teachers send contradictory messages to students about the cause of GCC 

(Plutzer et al., 2016). More recent surveys by the Yale Program on Climate Change 

Communication (2018) also reveal that 23% of Americans believe that GCC is a natural 

phenomenon compared to 62% that attribute GCC to anthropogenic causes. In connection to 
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prior research, pre-survey results from this program showed that 75% of teachers who started 

the program misidentified the current causes of GCC as well (30 of 40). Upon completing the 

program, however, that number decreased to 25%, with 10 of 40 teachers maintaining that the 

cause of current GCC is equally attributed to both humans and natural activities. Identifying 

growth in content knowledge was a consistent theme found in post-surveys, “Before the 

program, I was one of those [teachers] that believed some scientists still questioned 

anthropogenic causes. Now I know for certain and feel it is urgent [to teach about GCC] 

(HST11).” Also noteworthy, prior research found that 30% of teachers teach GCC as a 

naturally occurring phenomenon (Plutzer et al., 2016), but 0% of teacher participants in this 

program agreed with that statement in post-surveys. The major shift in teacher confidence 

about their GCC content knowledge can be seen in Table 4.3 (TA1). 

Although recent reports from NPR (2019) state that the majority of teachers do not 

teach about GCC because many (65%) feel that it is outside of their content area, teacher 

created curricula maps, end of day reflection surveys, and post-program surveys show the level 

of interest from all teacher participants in this program. Participants learned about GCC 

through a systems thinking approach to model the coherence in NGSS across different science 

subjects. When I followed up with teachers using a Qualtrics survey, 80% of participants 

reported that they already started or anticipate teaching GCC using the program resources and 

strategies this year. Being shown ways to connect GCC to their content areas and working in 

content groups helped teachers make connections between their subjects and GCC. It is 

important to note that this multi-day program did not compensate teachers for attending, and 

had zero attrition. 
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To develop students’ scientific literacy skills and help them become more informed 

decision-makers, teachers learned about GCC as a socioscientific issue (SSI). By participating 

in this SSI-based educational program, teachers navigated through all three components of the 

framework as they learned and designed curricula around GCC (Presley et al., 2013). The 

teacher-created curriculum maps and survey results reveal an integration of both Design 

Elements and Learner Experiences (Presley et al., 2013). Personal interviews along with 

surveys also revealed the increase in confidence participants have for introducing GCC to their 

students even if they do not have all the answers (Teacher Attributes). Although what initially 

drew many teachers to the program was their desire to satisfy the NGSS, post-survey and 

interviews revealed that their perspectives shifted upon completion the workshops (See Table 

4.2). 

The SSI Framework stresses the importance of building instruction around a compelling 

issue and presenting it first to provide a true context for learning (Presley et al., 2013). These 

real-world contexts provide authentic experiences allowing students to have more depth of 

knowledge with skills to take action on issues outside the classroom (Sadler, 2011). Teacher 

participants (38 of 40) found the phenomena-based approach to instruction using GCC content 

was helpful to engage students in the content. 

The most recent report published by the Yale Program on Climate Change 

Communication (2018) found that seven in 10 Americans (73%) believe GCC is happening 

now, but 51% of the public felt helpless about GCC. When the science content is situated in 

real-world social or environmental topics that students commonly face, they are more likely to 

translate knowledge into action due to their deep personal understanding and investment in 

solving the issue. As participants reflected on their experience, patterns in the responses 
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revealed that the authentic investigations and hands-on experiences increased their willingness 

to integrate information and ways to take action into their curricula. Thirteen of 40 participants 

(32.5%) in the post-survey identified helping students to create solutions to this program as a 

primary reason for teaching students about GCC, “The various [clips] shown…remind[ed] me 

of the urgency of this issue. [I]t was [also] important that we were being presented with 

solutions we could share with our students/colleagues (HST38).” 

Study Limitations 

 The program took place over nine days at three different sites (Reef Check Foundation, 

Aquarium of the Pacific, and Cabrillo Marine Aquarium). Each program cycle had a different 

number of middle school and high school participants, which could have impacted the level of 

discourse when teachers needed to plan in content teams. Table 5.1 provides a breakdown of 

each site by number of participants and their teaching levels.  

Table 5.1 

Site Breakdown of Number of Participants and Teaching Levels 
Site Reef Check Foundation Aquarium of the 

Pacific 
Cabrillo Marine 

Aquarium 
Number of 
Participants 

 
14 

 
18 

 
8 

Middle School 
Teacher 

 
7 

 
3 

 
2 

High School 
Teacher 

 
7 

 
15 

 
6 

 
Without including the pilot study that took place at Heal the Bay earlier in June 2018, each site 

registered between 40-45 teachers for the program. It is important to note that registration took 

place between 4-6 months in advanced due to the study’s need for UCLA’s Internal Review 

Board (IRB) approval, which might have impacted the number of teachers that actually 

attended. This is a limitation to the study because over 120 teachers registered within three 
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days, but only 40 attended in the Fall. 

 Participants of this study volunteered to attend the program for three consecutive 

Saturdays or Sundays. Another limitation to consider is that participants came willing to learn 

about GCC content and already had some motivation for wanting to teach about GCC (See 

Table 4.2). This can be seen in the SSI attributes teachers already possessed prior to attending 

the program that did not change drastically after completing the program (See Table 4.3 TA1-

4). Another limitation is that pre-survey items measuring teachers’ perspectives on the three 

SSI components (Learner Experiences, Design Elements, and Teacher Attributes), only focused 

on how strongly they felt about those components. Data revealing what teachers currently do in 

their classrooms regarding the SSI components is valuable and should have been measured as 

well. To summarize, what they feel strongly about might not necessarily be what is taking place 

in their classrooms for a variety of reasons and should be explored further. 

 Although it was necessary for the program to focus on GCC impacts on Los Angeles to 

relate the content to teachers and their students, another limitation could be seen in the site 

locations. All site locations were along the Los Angeles coastline making it potentially difficult 

for participants in the inland empire to attend. Although 26 different Los Angeles school 

districts were represented, the program could have attracted more teachers if the locations were 

dispersed. For this study, over 50 different environmental organizations were contact and 

interviewed and only four locations met the necessary criteria needed to host the program (see 

Appendix B). As a result, those were the sites used for this program. 

 In looking at limitations of the data collected during the program, there should have 

been a strategic method shared with participants creating their own curricula maps (see 

Appendix M). Participants shared that starting with the curricula maps and adding content 
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using post-it notes throughout the day was helpful in organizing the information for their 

classes. However, trying to code that information without a strategic method was difficult. 

Trying to decipher what they already teach with new content they plan to teach was also 

unclear. Some participants also completed the map on their computers using different formats, 

which led to blank physical curricula maps that could not be analyzed. 

 Another limitation to consider is my role as the program designer, facilitator, and 

researcher. In order to ensure that participants were honest in their daily reflections and post-

surveys I purposely left out questions that called for teachers to evaluate my facilitation of the 

program. It was clear in the post-survey, follow-up survey, and interviews that participants 

linked my role to the program itself with comments such as, “I feel incredibly lucky to have 

had the opportunity to take advantage of Kelley's deep knowledge & skills (HST13),” “I knew 

about climate change but your workshop taught me more than probably all the years combined 

(MST8),” or “Your lectures… it was lectures with great animations, videos, demos [that helped 

me learn]. [Also] clearly…modeling the anchoring question development and the CER…were 

the most effective for me (HST15).” One participant even held a lunch discussion with seven 

other participants on the first day of the program, in which they informally shared with me how 

much they liked the program because they were learning from an experienced teacher. If they 

connected me with the program, they may have answered survey questions more positively if 

they personally liked me and felt the survey was evaluating me rather than the program 

components. 

Opportunities for Future Studies 

The results of this study show that teachers are somewhat divided on whether or not 

they should deliberately build in opportunities to discuss relevant political issues related to 
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GCC (See Table 4.3). Prior research emphasizes the need to address political interests and 

social values underlying the GCC content to empower students to take action (Hodson, 2001; 

Plutzer et al., 2016). Teachers make value statements whether or not they choose to address the 

political issues related to GCC (Hodson, 2001). Students need to know the political landscape 

to see what can be changed in order to better society and promote environmental sustainability. 

This program highlighted multiple topics that would help to start these types of conversations, 

but failed to explicitly state why it is essential to allow for students to do so. Future programs 

on GCC should emphasize the need to discuss the political issues along with ethical 

considerations and measure the influence on teachers as participants of the program.  

A few interviewees (three of nine) also discussed the importance of the program 

location in highlighting impacts of GCC. The survey protocols did not have questions to 

measure the role of program location although interviewees identified location as a unique 

feature of the program. Future studies could measure the role of program location to see if 

teachers are more willing to integrate GCC content if learning takes place at environmental 

locations or anywhere outside of their normal work place. The following excerpt highlights the 

possible influence of program location from an interviewee. 

“[The program] was definitely different than other [professional developments]. The 

biggest thing was the setting. Being at Cabrillo was conducive and my mindset shifted 

to see the importance of [GCC]. Normally you’re stuck in a classroom or a conference 

room…but being at the aquarium [is] a constant reminder that everything we’re 

studying does have a real impact… [I]t’s just a few feet away and driving in to Cabrillo. 

You see the refineries and the port of LA and you…start thinking about the commerce 

and production that goes into that and of course the environmental impact of making all 
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those products and then the transportation of it. I think that’s what made it different than 

other PD’s (HST32).” 

On a similar note, previous studies on GCC education for teachers show that the use of 

outdoor spaces to understand GCC impact on teachers’ local environments is essential to 

helping them integrate program components into their curricula (Shea et al., 2016). This 

program required for teachers to conduct inquiry lab experiments outside each day, which 

resonated with many participants (17 of 40 on the reflection survey). Having participants 

complete laboratory experiments in the field to see the impacts of GCC firsthand had an effect 

on teacher learning.  

“The salt marsh visit [at Cabrillo] was the most effective part in helping me learn about 

climate change. The water looked so polluted that it made me think if students can see 

for themselves – the effect of their decisions on the environment – then they would take 

the subject matter to heart (HST9).” 

In order to understand the level of program influence on teacher participants, a 

longitudinal study that observes and collects data of participants as they return to the classroom 

would be helpful. The start of each day of the program included time for participants to share 

their experiences implementing GCC content or teaching strategies. Many participants shared 

their success in being able to introduce GCC content using the recommended teaching 

strategies immediately. It is important to note that the daily reflection surveys did not ask 

questions about immediate implementation given that teachers may want to integrate GCC 

content at various times of the year.  

Research on effective professional development programs state that programs less than 

14 hours had no effect on teacher’s teaching practices, but that it may take 50 to 80 hours of 
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instruction, practice, and coaching before new teaching strategies are adopted (Gulamhussein, 

2013). Participants of this program completed 21 hours of training and post-surveys reveal that 

100% of teachers (40 of 40) plan on incorporating argumentation strategies (specifically using 

the Claims, Evidence, and Reasoning approach), 95% (38 of 40) anticipate incorporating GCC 

anchoring or investigative phenomena this school year, and 90% (36 of 40) plan to require for 

students to develop the anchoring question using a phenomena-based approach to instruction. 

The follow-up survey completed by participants nearly six months after completing the 

program, also show that 80% of teachers (32 of 40) report teaching or anticipate teaching GCC 

content using the program teaching strategies. Although the hours of training were well below 

the recommended 50 to 80 hours of mastery, teachers were willing to integrate the information 

and utilize the teaching strategies with their students. Future studies could look into how 

teachers are using the strategies, to what extent, how often they are doing so, and if any 

modifications were made and why.  

Implications 
 

Few educational programs offered (if any) focused on very specific GCC related topics 

(such as impact on the mosquito population and human health, building community resilience, 

looking at the impact of micro plastics on sea life, seeing the effects of invasive species on 

native populations, etc.), rather than the fundamentals of climate science, how the content 

aligns to NGSS, or specific teaching strategies for GCC because of it’s controversial nature. 

These other programs offered are great extensions for teachers to continue to explore once they 

understand the scope of the problem, and determine the need for more depth with those topics. 

This multi-day educational program shows how professional development programs on GCC 
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could have an effect on teachers as participants, and how they integrate GCC content into their 

curricula. 

This educational program was created to teach teachers about GCC using the NGSS. 

Future GCC program designers should consider not only highlighting how and when they 

address the NGSS, but also provide teachers with NGSS aligned strategies to teach GCC. For 

example, instead of teaching GCC content and then highlighting which standards the content 

fulfills, participants first engaged in phenomena-based instruction to generate an anchoring 

question for the day. Then they gathered evidence to make a claim about the anchoring 

phenomena using GCC content they were learning throughout the day. Participants saw how to 

design coherent units using GCC phenomena as the anchor. I modeled teaching strategies 

throughout the day using GCC content, and provided consistent opportunities for teachers to 

practice the strategies on each other for support. Lastly, participants were consistently given 

time to ask questions about potential challenges associated with the teaching strategies and the 

content. Many participants found it helpful to hear how I have navigated those challenges with 

my own classes. I also offered advice on anticipated student challenges and how to 

troubleshoot those issues using my own teaching experiences. 

Participants stated that it was difficult for them to find GCC educational programs for 

teachers aligned to NGSS, and my early research on this topic confirmed the shortage in local 

and national GCC educational multi-day programs available to teachers. I initially wanted to 

study GCC educational programs for effectiveness. After contacting every LA credentialing 

program and over 50 environmental organizations, however, there were no multi-day 

educational programs on GCC aligned to NGSS available. This is what led me to create a 

program in collaboration with national and local educational leaders, scientists, and advocates 
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on climate change. As previously stated, the few educational programs offered (if any) focused 

very specifically on GCC related topics in one day (such as micro-plastic pollution or ocean 

acidification), rather than the fundamentals of climate science, coherence in the curriculum 

across science content areas, how the content aligns to NGSS, or how to teach GCC. The 

demand from teachers was high as evident in the number of registrants that signed up as much 

as four months in advanced (over 120 teachers within three days). My research reveals the need 

to provide teachers with resources, skills, knowledge, and confidence needed to teach GCC for 

both the NGSS and to help individuals take action on this environmental crisis. 

Reflection and Call to Action 

“I want to remind you of the sea star story. A little boy or girl is sitting on the beach and 

they’re taking the sea stars that have been stranded along the beach and just tossing it 

back in and giving a little smile and does another one. This old man sitting and 

watching says, ‘there’s so many sea stars over there and they’re all kind of dying. 

You’re not going to make any real difference.’ The kid picks up another one and tosses 

it and then says, ‘made a difference to that one’ (HST15).”  

 
 The NGSS might have been the initial reason for many participants (17 of 40) to 

register for the program (See Table 4.2), but it is truly the catalyst for much needed climate 

change education. If teachers are going to be required to teach about content they might not 

have any training on, then they should be provided with support and education to ensure that 

students are learning about scientific facts rather than politically driven opinions. It was clear to 

me that climate change educational programs were needed. Although I was able to fulfill that 

need for a small number of teachers in LA, we need more GCC program offerings. The 

program I created presented teachers with scientific facts, but it also highlighted the difficult 
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ethical dimensions of climate change to showcase the importance and urgency of this 

environmental crisis. Participants learned about people digging anticipatory graves in Pakistan 

due to increasing heat waves brought on by GCC, fluorescing corals in the Great Barrier Reef 

due to El Nino events that exacerbate GCC effects, the beginning of the sixth mass extinction 

killing off species 100 times faster than normal rates, and climate refugees that are set to reach 

one billion by 2050. These heavily weighted issues drew in participants to see the global 

impacts of GCC, but post-surveys show that it was just as important to provide teachers with 

resources needed to empower students to take action and be solution oriented (13 of 40).  

 As previously noted, it is essential to embed resources that allow teachers to help 

students take action on GCC. On the last day of the program, participants engaged in an activity 

that asked them to imagine what it would be like if we solved this environmental crises. They 

were given time to think about how that happened and then discussed with their content teams 

what must have happened for that scenario to become reality. As the groups shared their 

thoughts and ideas out loud, teachers began to share their hopefulness about what students and 

society could do to make this a reality. The Yale Program on Climate Change Communication 

report (2018) highlights that 48% of Americans are hopeful about finding solutions to GCC. It 

is essential to channel that energy into action, and to support that desire to take action with 

resources to follow through. Thirteen of 40 teachers wanted to help students come up with 

solutions to GCC from this program, but many reflected on their own abilities to take action as 

well, “It was extremely beneficial to have someone local, like Katie, explain [GCC] impacts to 

oceans in California.  I have always wanted to [be] SCUBA certified and now I have a reason 

why – [to] help with the Reef Check.”  
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 The NGSS allows for teachers to bring in this politically controversial topic into the 

classroom to provide students with skills and knowledge needed to make informed science 

related decisions. Over 80% of United States parents believe that teachers need to teach their 

children about climate change (Kamenetz, 2019), and that number reflects the percentage of 

Californians who expect teachers to do so as well (Cheskis, Marlon, Wang, & Leiserowitz, 

2018). The public supports and expects teachers to prepare future generations of students learn 

about and come up with solutions for impacts of GCC. Science teachers, however, are offered 

very few to no opportunities to learn about the overall impacts of GCC, design curricula around 

GCC, or get strategies to teach about GCC. There were no science teacher education programs 

in Los Angeles focused on training new teachers entering the profession on how to teach GCC. 

Thousands of science teachers want and are in need of GCC educational training. This study 

offers insight into one approach to GCC educational training that uses the SSI Framework 

along with research backed strategies to see the effect on teachers and teaching. Ultimately, we 

could choose to remain hopeless and take little to no action on solving GCC, or we could help 

empower teachers to inspire generations of students to find solutions by “throwing one sea star 

in the sand at a time” to make larger difference collectively. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A – IRB Consent Form 

University of California, Los Angeles 
 

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 
 

Teaching Global Climate Change As A Socioscientific Issue To Address The NGSS 
I 
Mrs. Kelley Le and Dr. Kimberley Gomez (Faculty Sponsor) from the Educational Leadership 
Program (ELP) at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) is conducting a research 
study. 
 
You were selected as a possible participant in this study because your feedback regarding 
elements of the climate change workshop will be greatly valuable in designing more effective 
programs for future teachers. Your participation in this research study is voluntary.   
 
Why is this study being done? 
 
This study is being done to understand how teachers feel about teaching climate change, and to 
understand what supports are needed to create effective climate change workshops for teachers.  
 
What will happen if I take part in this research study? 
 
If you volunteer to participate in this study, the researcher will ask you to do the following: 
 
• Complete surveys on the first and last day of the workshops. 
• Complete short reflection entries at the end of each workshops regarding your experience. 
• Possibly follow up with the researcher at the conclusion of the workshop for a personal 

interview. If you are selected, you will be gifted with a $20 gift card for your time.  
• Share lessons that your group created during the workshop with other participating 

educators and the researcher through the shared Google Drive account. 
• Allow for pictures to be taken of you during the workshop. 
 
How long will I be in the research study? 
 
Participation will take place during the workshops. The only additional time needed is if you 
are selected and decide to follow-up with the researcher for a personal interview. The interview 
will take place a few weeks after the last workshop has ended at a safe and neutral location 
(such as a coffee shop) and will take no longer than one hour.  
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Are there any potential risks or discomforts that I can expect from this study? 
 
All surveys will be completed using a randomized ID number to protect your identity. You will 
use this same ID number for every survey and reflection completed. No information regarding 
where you work will be recorded. If selected, the personal interview is also done with the same 
randomized ID number to protect your identity. There are no risk or discomforts anticipated for 
this study. 
 
Are there any potential benefits if I participate? 
 
You may benefit from the study by gaining access to free planning resources and learning 
about content knowledge through a free program. All participants are eligible for raffle prizes 
for the second and third day of the workshop. All participants will receive a certificate of 
completion on the last day of the workshop. The results of the research may inform workshop 
makers of how to effectively design climate change workshops for future educators. 
 
What other choices do I have if I choose not to participate? 
 
You may still attend the workshops. It is important to note that all workshop participants will 
complete the surveys, reflection entries, and develop curriculum content. None of these will be 
analyzed for data unless you opt-in. 
 
Will I be paid for participating? 
 
• All voluntary interviewees will receive a $20 gift card for their time. 
 
Will information about me and my participation be kept confidential? 
 
None of your responses will be directly linked to your personal information because you will 
be using a randomly generated identification number on all documents collected. Any 
information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can identify you will remain 
confidential. It will be disclosed only with your permission or as required by law. 
Confidentiality will be maintained by means of concealing your identity with randomly 
generated ID numbers and coded according to those ID numbers.  
 
What are my rights if I take part in this study? 
 
• You can choose whether or not you want to be in this study, and you may withdraw your 

consent and discontinue participation at any time. 
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• Whatever decision you make, there will be no penalty to you, and no loss of benefits to 
which you were otherwise entitled.   

• You may refuse to answer any questions that you do not want to answer and still remain in 
the study. 

 
Who can I contact if I have questions about this study? 
 
• The Researcher:   

If you have any questions, comments or concerns about the research, please contact:  
Mrs. Kelley Le at (310) 782-5768 or ContactKelleyLe@Gmail.Com 
 

• The Faculty Sponsor:   
If you have any questions, comments or concerns about the research, please contact:  
Dr. Kimberley Gomez at kimgomez@ucla.edu 

 
• UCLA Office of the Human Research Protection Program (OHRPP): 

If you have questions about your rights as a research subject, or you have concerns or 
suggestions and you want to talk to someone other than the researchers, you may contact 
the UCLA OHRPP by phone: (310) 206-2040; by email: participants@research.ucla.edu or 
by mail: Box 951406, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1406. 

 
This is your copy to keep as a record. You will be provided a physical consent from on the 
first day of the workshop.  
 
SIGNATURE OF STUDY PARTICIPANT 
 

     

   
Name of Participant   

 

     

  

     

 
Signature of Participant   Date 

 
SIGNATURE OF PERSON OBTAINING CONSENT 
 

     

  

     

 
Name of Person Obtaining Consent  Contact Number 

 

     

  

     

 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent  Date 
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Appendix B – Participating Non-Profit Organization Mission Statements  

• Heal the Bay (Pilot Study in 

June 2018) 

• Worked with Associate Director 

of Education & Outreach 

• Mission Statement from 

HealtheBay.org/About 

Heal the Bay is an environmental nonprofit dedicated to 

making the coastal waters and watersheds of Greater Los 

Angeles safe, healthy and clean. To fulfill our mission, we 

use science, education, community action, and advocacy. 

• Reef Check California 

(Workshop program one in 

September 2018)  

• Worked with Southern 

California Training Coordinator 

• Mission Statement from 

ReefCheck.org 

Founded in 1996, the Reef Check Foundation exists to help 

preserve the oceans and reefs which are critical to our 

survival, yet are being destroyed. With headquarters in Los 

Angeles and volunteer teams in more than 90 countries and 

territories, Reef Check works to protect tropical coral reefs 

and California rocky reefs through education, research and 

conservation. 

• Cabrillo Marine Aquarium 

(Workshop program two in 

September and October 2018)  

• Worked with Coordinator of 

Teacher Education Programs  

• Mission Statement from 

CabrilloMarineAquarium.org 

Cabrillo Marine Aquarium engages all visitors in education, 

recreation and research to promote knowledge, appreciation 

and conservation of the marine life of Southern California. 

• Aquarium of the Pacific 

(Workshop program three in 

October 2018) 

• Worked with Science 

Interpretation Manager 

• Mission Statement from 

AquariumofPacific.org 

The Aquarium of the Pacific’s mission is to instill a sense of 

wonder, respect, and stewardship for the Pacific Ocean, its 

inhabitants, and ecosystems. Our vision is to create an 

aquarium dedicated to conserving and building Natural 

Capital (Nature and Nature’s services) by building Social 

Capital (the interactions between and among peoples. 
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Appendix C – Participant Recruitment Flyer 

 

Get resources to empower 
and inspire students!

Open to middle 
and high school 

educators!

Learn about the impacts on 
Los Angeles!

Create lessons with 
free NGSS aligned 

resources!Amazing raffle 
prizes!

Kelley Le is an educator and doctoral student at UCLA in the Educational 

Leadership Program. She has taught chemistry, nanoscience, and earth science in 

Los Angeles and Orange County. She has presented at various STEM conferences 

on NGSS related topics and nanoscience. She also works with UCLA Science 

Project as an NGSS workshop facilitator and instructional coach. 

Various dates from 8AM-3PM. Space is Limited! Register at http://bit.ly/2oACgrU

Come to this 

three day 

workshop to 

learn about the 

basics of climate 

science, participate in 

NGSS aligned labs, and 

engage students by understanding 

the impact of climate change on 

Los Angeles communities!

Get access to free 

resources for 

curriculum

 development, and 

learn more ways to 

get involved with 

local LA organizations 

to inspire and empower 

students to take action!

 FREE science teacher WORKSHOPS addressing 
CLIMATE CHANGE for NGSS!

Special thanks to the following companies for their generous support
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Appendix D – Participant Pre-Survey 

Participant Pre-Survey (Qualtrics) 
 
1. Please state your participant ID number (it was emailed to you with this survey link). 
 
2. Gender:  

a) Female 
b) Male 
c) Other:___ 
d) Prefer not to state 

 
3. How would you describe yourself (Select all that apply)? 

a) Hispanic, Latino, or of Spanish origin 
b) American Indian or Alaska Native 
c) Asian 
d) African American 
e) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
f) White 
g) Other 
h) Prefer not to state 

 
4. Grade level you are currently teaching:  

a) Middle/Junior High School (Grades 6th-8th) 
b) High School (Grades 9th-12th) 
c) Other: ___ 

 
5. Years of science teaching experience: 

a) 0-1 year 
b) 2-5 years 
c) 6-10 years 
d) 11-15 years 
e) More than 15 years 

 
6. The second and third day of the workshop will include lunch. Please let us know if you have 

any dietary restrictions below. If none, please write N/A.  
 
7.  These workshops will include time for curriculum development each day. Please identify the 
science class in which you hope to implement the information learned from the workshops. If 
you are a special education teacher, please choose the grade level you will teach. (Please circle 
only one option) 

a) 6th Grade Science 
b) 7th Grade Science 
c) 8th Grade Science 
d) Environmental Science 
e) Biology 
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f) Chemistry 
g) Physics 

 
8. (RQ #2) Please select the top three reasons for why you want to teach climate change to 

students. 
❏ To fulfill the NGSS requirements 
❏ You personally feel that it is an important topic 
❏ You’re personally interested in the topic 
❏ To satisfy a requirement or recommendation from your school’s administrator 
❏ To meet a school related requirement 
❏ To help students make informed decisions 
❏ You feel that it directly affects students 
❏ You want to know of more ways you can help mitigate/adapt to climate change 
❏ You want to know of more ways to help students mitigate/adapt to climate change 
❏ To help students analyze and interpret climate change data 
❏ To engage students in science 
❏ You want to help students create solutions to this problem 
❏ You want students to be critical scientific thinkers 
❏ You probably will not teach students about climate change 
❏ You may teach about climate change in the future 
❏ Other: ________________________ 

 
9. (RQ #1) Which statement do you think most accurately describes scientists’ views of climate 

change? 
a. Most scientists (more than 50%) think climate change is happening 
b. Most scientists (more than 50%) think climate change is not happening  
c. There is a lot of disagreement among scientists about whether or not climate change is 

happening 
d. You do not know enough to say  

 
10. (RQ #1) One of your students approaches you and says that there is a lot of debate among 

scientists about global climate change. Your student is wondering why scientists are 
arguing about global climate change. How would you respond to this him or her?  

 
11. (RQ #1) If global climate change is happening today, you think it is  

a. Caused mostly by human activities. 
b. Caused mostly by natural changes in the environment. 
c. Caused by human activities and natural changes in the environment equally. 
d. I do not know enough to say. 
e. I do not think it is happening. 

 
12. (RQ #1) Looking at your answer to the previous question, why do you feel that way? Please 

provide specific examples to support your thoughts. 
 
13. (RQ #1) There are four major systems that interact together on Earth, can you identify any 

of these systems? Please write “unsure” if you are not sure. 
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14. (RQ #3) To what extent do you agree or disagree with following statements? 

 Strongly 
Agree 

Somewhat 
Agree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Units/chapters need to be centered 
around a compelling issue. 

1 2 3 4 

Climate change issues need to be 
introduced at the start of a 
unit/chapter. 

1 2 3 4 

Students need opportunities to 
engage in argumentation. 

1 2 3 4 

Science should be taught through 
real-world issues that directly 
impact students. 

1 2 3 4 

Students should use 
media/technology to connect 
classroom activities to the real 
world. 

1 2 3 4 

Students should discuss politics 
related to science in my class. 

1 2 3 4 

Students need opportunities to 
collect and analyze scientific data. 

1 2 3 4 

Students should discuss ethics 
related to scientific issues in my 
class. 

1 2 3 4 

Students should learn about the 
Nature of Science. 

1 2 3 4 

I currently have a strong 
understanding of global climate 
change. 

1 2 3 4 

If I don’t know the answer to a 
student’s question, I feel 
comfortable admitting to him/her 
that I do not know the answer. 

1 2 3 4 

I have to know everything about a 
particular issue before teaching 
about it.   

1 2 3 4 

I feel comfortable teaching about 
open-ended issues where I cannot 
predict the outcome. 

1 2 3 4 

 
15. (RQ 3C) Please select the top three elements that are of greatest importance in helping you 

learn as a teacher. 
a. Receiving teaching resources 
b. Learning by doing (hands-on experiences) 
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c. Having someone model what the lesson should look like 
d. Having strong interest in the topic 
e. Receiving ongoing support 
f. Having deliberative discussions 
g. Using strategies multiple times 
h. Having time for reflection 
i. Understanding how it relates to me directly 
j. Learning in a judgment free zone 
k. Getting support from other teachers 
l. There are clear learning outcomes 
m. Using effective teaching strategies 
n. Understanding how this relates to the NGSS standards 
o. Being able to ask questions 
p. Participate in engaging activities 
q. Having opportunities to learn as a student (student lens) 
r. Other: ___ 
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Appendix E – Participant Post-Survey 

Participant Post-Survey (Qualtrics) 
 
1. Please state your participant ID number (You can also find it on your name badge). 
 
2. (RQ #2) Please select the top three reasons for why you want to teach climate change to 

students. 
❏ To fulfill the NGSS requirements 
❏ You personally feel that it is an important topic 
❏ You’re personally interested in the topic 
❏ To satisfy a requirement or recommendation from your school’s administrator 
❏ To meet a school related requirement 
❏ To help students make informed decisions 
❏ You feel that it directly affects students 
❏ You want to know of more ways you can help mitigate/adapt to climate change 
❏ You want to know of more ways to help students mitigate/adapt to climate change 
❏ To help students analyze and interpret climate change data 
❏ To engage students in science 
❏ You want to help students create solutions to this problem 
❏ You want students to be critical scientific thinkers 
❏ You probably will not teach students about climate change 
❏ You may teach about climate change in the future 
❏ Other: ________________________ 

 
3. (RQ #1) Which statement do you think most accurately describes scientists’ views of climate 

change? 
a. Most scientists (more than 50%) think climate change is happening. 
b. Most scientists (more than 50%) think climate change is not happening. 
c. There is a lot of disagreement among scientists about whether or not climate change is 

happening. 
d. You do not know enough to say. 

 
4. (RQ #1) One of your students approaches you and says that there is a lot of debate among 

scientists about global climate change. Your student is wondering why scientists are 
arguing about global climate change. How would you respond to this him or her? 

 
5. (RQ #1) If global climate change is happening today, you think it is  

a. Caused mostly by human activities. 
b. Caused mostly by natural changes in the environment. 
c. Caused by human activities and natural changes in the environment equally. 
d. I do not know enough to say. 
e. I do not think it is happening.  

 
6. (RQ #1) Looking at your answer to the previous question, why do you feel that way? Please 

provide specific examples to support your thoughts. 
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7. (RQ #1) There are four major systems that interact together on Earth, can you identify any 

of these systems? Please write “unsure” if you are not sure. 
 
8. (RQ #3) To what extent do you agree or disagree with following statements? 

 Strongly 
Agree 

Somewhat 
Agree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

It is important to build instruction 
around a compelling issue.  

1 2 3 4 

I present climate change issues at 
the start of each unit/chapter. 

1 2 3 4 

In my class, students often engage 
in argumentation. 

1 2 3 4 

I always teach science through 
real-world issues that are directly 
related to my students. 

1 2 3 4 

In my class, students often use 
media/technology to connect 
classroom activities to the real 
world. 

1 2 3 4 

Students have many opportunities 
to discuss the relationship between 
politics and science in my class. 

1 2 3 4 

Students often collect and analyze 
scientific data in my class. 

1 2 3 4 

Students often confront the ethical 
dimensions of scientific issues in 
my class. 

1 2 3 4 

Students are explicitly taught the 
Nature of Science Principles in my 
class. 

1 2 3 4 

I currently have a strong 
understanding of global climate 
change. 

1 2 3 4 

If I don’t know the answer to a 
student’s question, I feel 
comfortable admitting to him/her 
that I do not know the answer. 

1 2 3 4 

I feel comfortable positioning 
myself as a learner about climate 
change. 

1 2 3 4 

I feel comfortable teaching about 
open-ended issues where I cannot 
predict student responses. 

1 2 3 4 
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9. (RQ 3C) Please select the top three elements that are of greatest importance in helping you 
learn as a teacher. 
a. Receiving teaching resources 
b. Learning by doing (hands-on experiences) 
c. Having someone model what the lesson should look like 
d. Having strong interest in the topic 
e. Receiving ongoing support 
f. Having deliberative discussions 
g. Using strategies multiple times 
h. Having time for reflection 
i. Understanding how it relates to me directly 
j. Learning in a judgment free zone 
k. Getting support from other teachers 
l. There are clear learning outcomes 
m. Using effective teaching strategies 
n. Understanding how this relates to the NGSS standards 
o. Being able to ask questions 
p. Participate in engaging activities 
q. Having opportunities to learn as a student (student lens) 
r. Other: ___ 

 
10. (RQ #3B) Which of the following NGSS aligned teaching strategies, if any, do you 

anticipate incorporating into your classroom this year? 
a. Anchoring phenomena 
b. Investigative phenomena 
c. Having students generate anchoring questions 
d. CER 
e. None of the above 
 

11. (RQ #3B – Only if 10a is selected) Looking at your previous response, how will 
incorporating phenomena support your ability to teach about global climate change? 
 

12. (RQ #3B – Only if 10b is selected) Looking at your previous response, how will 
incorporating student driven anchoring questions support your ability to teach about global 
climate change? 

 
13. (RQ #3B – Only if 10c is selected) Looking at your previous response, how will 

incorporating Claims, Evidence, Reasoning (CER) support your ability to teach about 
global climate change? 
 

14. (RQ #3C) In what ways (if any) has this climate change program helped you to learn more 
about climate change content?  

 
15. (RQ #4) If you plan to integrate climate science, what are some challenges (if any) do you 

anticipate experiencing in using what you’ve learned about GCC in your classroom? (Select 
all that applies) 
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a) I do NOT plan to integrate climate change into my curriculum. 
b) I do NOT anticipate any challenges for incorporating climate science into my 

curriculum. 
c) Gaining administrator support. 
d) Dealing with negative confrontations because climate change is a controversial topic. 
e) Understanding the science behind all the issues. 
f) Relating it to the NGSS. 
g) My students will not be engaged in the topic. 
h) I’m still not sure how to integrate the content 
i) I lack confidence in teaching this topic 
j) I’m worried about classroom management issues 
k) I really don’t want to change the curriculum/pacing plan I already use 
l) My students are not capable of understanding this content 
m) I don’t have access to technology for some of the resources offered 
n) I need support throughout the year that I might not have 
o) I’m not comfortable to the tentative nature of this topic 
p) Not having enough time to include this content 
q) I had a bad experience with teaching this topic in the past 
r) Other: ____ 
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Appendix F – Interview Protocol 

Interview Partial Protocol 

Research Questions: 

1. What do teachers know about global climate change?  

2. Why do teachers say they want to teach global climate change? 

3. According to teachers who complete a program on GCC as a socioscientific issue, 

a. What components do teachers report as being most useful to design curriculum? 

b. What components do teachers report as being most helpful to their classroom 

instruction? 

c. What components do teachers report as being most and least useful in learning 

about GCC?  

4. In what ways, if any, will participation in an educational program emphasizing GCC as 

a socioscientific issue have an influence on how educators teach climate science? 

Introduction for Participants: 

 Thank you for taking the time out to meet with me today. Just to give you some 

background on the study, I am trying to understand how teachers feel about teaching global 

climate change (GCC), and what is needed to create effective GCC workshops. Your responses 

can help inform the future development of GCC workshops needed to fulfill the NGSS.  Please 

keep in mind that you can choose to opt out at any point. Please remember that your responses 

are completely confidential.  Do you have any questions or comments before we begin? 

Partial Protocol for Facilitator:  

1. Please tell me your unique participant ID number. 
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2. First, I’m interested in hearing more about your experience entering the field of science 

teaching. In what ways (if any) did your teacher education program prepare you to teach 

climate science? 

3.  Can you tell me about your reasons for wanting to teach GCC? 

a. Probe – Have your reasons changed since attending the program? If yes, in what 

ways? Why? 

4. In what ways (if any) were the teaching strategies (such as phenomenon, driving 

questions, CER, or concept mapping) helpful in helping you to design classroom 

curriculum around GCC?  

a. Was this educational program different than other PD programs that you have 

attended previously? 

5.  What components of the program (if any) helped you the most in creating classroom 

curriculum?  

a. Probe - Why? How So? 

b. Which strategies are you most likely to implement when you return to your 

class?  

c. Which strategies are you not likely to implement when you return to class? Why 

might that be?  

6. Were there any components of the program that was not helpful or that you would 

change?  

a. Probe - Why? How So? 

7. What components (if any) of the workshop were the most effective for you in learning 

about GCC? 
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a. Probe - Why? How so? 

b. Do you see yourself using the workshop ideas or components in your class?   

c. How might you use the resources presented in your class?  

8. What components (if any) of the workshop were the least effective for you in learning 

about GCC? 

a. Probe - Why? How so? 

9. How likely is it that you will implement climate science sometime during the school 

year? 

a. Likely – What components do you anticipate using in your classrooms? Why?  

b. Not likely – Can you elaborate why? 

c. Maybe – Can you tell me why you’re not sure? 

10. I would like to present you with a couple of scenarios and I would like to know how 

you would respond (Give interviewee a print out of the scenarios).  

a. It’s the Spring semester and your thinking about ways to incorporate ocean 

acidification into your unit/chapter. How would the structure of the entire 

unit/chapter flow? How would you start the unit/chapter? What would the flow 

of components look like?  

b. It’s Fall semester and you are talking about fossil fuels and the impacts of fossil 

fuels in your lesson. Your student yells out her political stance and believes that 

the U.S. will not switch to alternative sources of energy. How would you 

respond to this student? How do you feel about discussing politics or the 

economy in your science class? If you plan to incorporate climate change, how 

would you these social dimensions in your class?  
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c. Your student wants to know more about 500 million-year-old viruses that are 

emerging from the permafrost. Assume that you have very little knowledge on 

this issue. How would you respond to your student? How do you feel about 

teaching global climate change if you cannot anticipate student response 

patterns?  

11.  After attending these workshops, how would you rate your level of confidence in 

introducing the climate change content into your curriculum? 1 (low)-5 (high) 

a. Probe – What, if any, are concerns that you might have about introducing 

climate change?   

b. What information or tools would have been helpful, to you, to support 

integrating climate change? 

12.  How likely are you to incorporate opportunities for students to engage in CER? Why or 

why not? 

a. Probe – Think of a unit/chapter where you will incorporate CER, how do you 

intend for students to engage in CER in that unit/chapter? Why?   

13. (RQ #4) How likely are you to incorporate opportunities for students to discuss political 

or economic issues related to GCC content? Why or why not? 

a. Probe – What challenges, if any, do you anticipate with allowing students to 

consider these social dimensions? 

14. (RQ #4) If you did not know everything about a particular GCC issue, how likely are 

you to incorporate that topic into your curriculum? Why or why not?   

a. Probe – What challenges, if any, do you anticipate with teaching about climate 

science topics that you are not familiar with?  
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Appendix G – GCC Education for Educators Program Breakdown 

 This was a three-day program that took place at the four non-profit organizations in Los 

Angeles discussed previously in the site selection. Each non-profit organization hosted up to 30 

secondary science teachers randomly chosen by subject (Grade 6th, Grade 7th, Grade 8th, 

Biology, Chemistry, Physics, or Environmental Science). The first program was a pilot study 

offered at Heal the Bay in Santa Monica in June, 2018. Twelve in-service secondary science 

teachers participated with a 100% attrition rate. The program was modified according to the 

pilot study and the results were not included in this study. The remaining three programs began 

in Fall of 2018 for official data collection and analysis. A total of 40 teachers completed the 

program by the conclusion of the third educational program. 

 The first day of the program, teachers began by introducing themselves and sharing any 

concerns or challenges they anticipated with teaching about GCC. They began their curriculum 

maps with required units/chapters, engaged in a discussion around systems thinking, and 

learned about scientific consensus around GCC. During my interview with Ms. Anita Davis 

(Earth to Sky Interagency Partnership Lead and NASA Interagency Partnership Coordinator), 

she emphasized the need for educators to understand both Earth’s Systems (Geosphere, 

Hydrosphere, Biosphere, and Atmosphere) and Earth’s energy budget to give students a strong 

foundation of knowledge. To address these concepts, teachers learned about positive and 

negative feedbacks in relation to the carbon cycle as they began to learn about the geosphere. 

To ensure that teachers were able to structure labs and curriculum to meet the NGSS, 

they participated in an energy inquiry lab that emphasized principles of the NOS. Lastly, they 

had 120 minutes to create curriculum content where they had to apply teaching strategies, 

program resources, and GCC content into their maps. They were given access to the facilitators 
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Google Drive of program resources and Padlet to continue designing curriculum if they wanted. 

The workshop ended with a quick 10-minute reflection survey.  

 The second day of the workshop focused on the hydrosphere and the biosphere 

emphasizing systems thinking. Teachers learned about the hydrosphere from leading field 

scientists from each of the hosting organizations to understand the direct impacts of climate 

change on the community. They practiced new methods on integrating phenomena and 

continued to add to their curriculum maps. Teachers then learned about the biosphere and GCC 

impacts and continued to develop curriculum. Similar to day one, they had 120 minutes to 

create curriculum content where they had to apply new teaching strategies, program resources, 

and content information into their maps. After lunch, they participated in a water filtration lab 

provided by UCLA CNSI using water samples from the port, dock, or salt marsh located 

outside the venue. The lab provided an opportunity to tie in the GCC content, NGSS standards, 

and NGSS SEPs. Seeing the direct connection between all three components kept teachers 

engaged as they conducted the lab experiment through a student lens. The workshop ended 

with a quick 10-minute reflection survey. 

 On the final day of the workshop, teachers continued to build on their knowledge and 

had more opportunities to apply new skills. To provide them with strategies on how to address 

the NGSS SEPs using GCC content, they learned how to integrate opportunities for 

argumentation through CER. They learned about the atmosphere and then participated in the 

dye-sensitized solar cells lab provided by UCLA CNSI that required for them construct a solar 

cell and test it outdoors. To address dealing with skepticism, Mr. Bradley Hoge (Director of 

Teacher Support at NCSE) Zoomed in to discuss strategies on how to deal with skepticism 

regarding GCC. Lastly, they had 90 minutes to improve their curriculum maps and continue to 
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add lessons from resources presented. The workshop ended with a post-survey, raffle prizes, 

and distribution of completion certificates. 

GCC Los Angeles Educator Workshop Breakdown 
 
Day One 8AM-3PM 

1. (10 minutes) Introduction and IRB 

2. (5 Minutes) Setting workshop norms and learning outcomes for each day 

3. (5 Minutes) Introductions and teaching concerns regarding GCC 

4. (15 Minutes) Start concept map using templates 

5. (10 Minutes) Approaching GCC as an SSI 

6.  (15 Minutes) Scientific consensus 

7.  (*10 Minutes) Stretch Break at 9:00AM 

8. (15 Minutes) Systems thinking (Earth’s systems and National Climate Assessment 

Southwest Impacts) 

9. (20 Minutes) Carbon cycle and feedbacks (Rampant vs. Regular CO2) 

10. (60 Minutes) Introduction to phenomenology and GCC related to the geosphere 

11. (10 Minutes) Sustainability and resilience efforts in Los Angeles 

12. (*10 Minutes) Stretch Break at 11:00AM 

13. (10 Minutes) Introduction to planning resources and social network 

14. (40 Minutes) Curriculum development in content groups  

15. (*60 Minutes) Lunch from 12:00-1:00PM  

16. (60 Minutes) Energy Inquiry Lab emphasizing Nature of Science 

17. (40 Minutes) Curriculum development in content groups 

18.  (10 Minutes) Online reflection and day two agenda 
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Day Two 8AM-3PM 

1. (5 Minutes) Review workshop norms and learning outcomes for each day 

2. (50 Minutes) Phenomenon approach #2 and impact on the hydrosphere presented by 

guest speaker from each organization. 

3. (35 Minutes) Community impacts continued presented by leading field ocean scientists 

from each organization. 

4. (*10 Minutes) Stretch Break at 9:30AM 

5. (60 Minutes) Anchoring phenomenon and impact on biosphere  

6. (20 Minutes) Sustainability and resilience efforts 

7. (*10 Minutes) Stretch Break at 10:50AM 

8. (20 Minutes) Introduction to new planning resources 

9. (40 Hours) Curriculum development in content groups  

10. (*30 Minutes) Lunch from 12:00-12:30PM 

11. (70 Minutes) CNSI Water Filtration Lab using phenomenology 

1. (40 Minutes) Curriculum development in content groups 

2.  (10 Minutes) Online reflection and day three agenda 

 

Day Three 8AM-3PM 

1. (5 Minutes) Review workshop norms and learning outcomes for day three 

2. (20 Minutes) Introduction to Claims, Evidence, Reasoning and practice (CER) 

3. (35 Minutes) Phenomenon, CER, and impact on atmosphere 

4. (*10 Minutes) Stretch Break at 9:00AM 
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5. (45 Minutes) Impact on atmosphere continued 

6. (15 Minutes) Practicing CER 

7. (*10 Minutes) Stretch Break at 10:15AM 

8. (15 Minutes) Anthropocene and online simulations 

9. (20 Minutes) Introduction to new planning resources 

10. (30 Minutes) Curriculum development in content groups focusing on CER 

11. (10 Minutes) Resources to empower students as social agents of change 

12. (10 Minutes) Getting students involved with local L.A. organizations 

13. (10 Minutes) Continued PD for teachers through local L.A. organizations 

14. (*30 Minutes) Lunch from 12:00-12:30PM  

15. (60 Minutes) UCLA C(n)SI Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells Lab with phenomenology  

16. (30 Minutes) Dealing with skepticism 

a. (30 Minutes) Skepticalscience.com activity and speaking to Bradley Hoge 

through Zoom on dealing with skepticism as a teacher. 

17. (40 Minutes) Curriculum development in content groups focusing on CER 

18. (10 Minutes) Qualtrics post-survey online 

19. (10 Minutes) Raffle prizes and certificate of completion 
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Appendix H – Daily Reflection Prompts 

Day 1 (Google Forms) 
1. Please look at your badge and write your participant ID number below. 

 
2. What component(s) of the workshop was effective in helping you to design classroom 

curriculum? How so? If none, please write none. 
 

3. What component(s) of the workshop was NOT effective in helping you to design 
classroom curriculum? How so? If none, please write none. 

 
4. Please think about your learning experience during the workshop. What component(s) 

of the workshop was effective in helping you learn about global climate change? How 
so? If none, please write none. 

 
5. What component of the workshop was NOT effective in helping you learn about global 

climate change? How so? If none, please write none. 
 

6. What changes (if any) would you make to the workshop to improve your learning 
experience? How would you change it? Why? If none, please write none. 

 
7. Do you intend on returning next Saturday for Day 2? 

 
Day 2 (Google Forms) 

1. Please look at your badge and write your participant ID number below. 
 

2. What component(s) of the workshop was effective in helping you to design classroom 
curriculum? How so? If none, please write none. 

 
3. What component(s) of the workshop was NOT effective in helping you to design 

classroom curriculum? How so? If none, please write none. 
 

4. Please think about your learning experience during the workshop. What component(s) 
of the workshop was effective in helping you learn about global climate change? How 
so? If none, please write none. 

 
5. What component of the workshop was NOT effective in helping you learn about global 

climate change? How so? If none, please write none. 
 

6. What changes (if any) would you make to the workshop to improve your learning 
experience? How would you change it? Why? If none, please write none. 

 
7. Do you intend on returning next Saturday for Day 3? 
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Appendix I – Developing Anchoring Questions With Students 

Participant ID Number: ______________________ 
 
Task: NGSS calls for your students to engage in different Science and Engineering Practices to 
enhance their scientific skills and abilities. Describe a lesson in which your students have 
engaged in asking questions, made claims from evidence, or engaged in argumentation. Please 
also list any criteria you are using with students.  
 
 
 
*Over the next three sessions, you will learn different approaches to help students develop 
these skills. Summarize the approaches below with a quick reflection on how you might use that 
approach. 
 
Approach #1 – Basics Summary 
 
 
How might you use this approach? 
 
 
Approach #2 – Basics & Skills Development Summary 
 
 
How might you use this approach? 
 
 
Approach #3 – Pushing Their Abilities Summary 
 
 
How might you use this approach? 
 
 
Participant ID Number: ______________________ 
 
Task: NGSS calls for your students to engage in different Science and Engineering Practices to 
enhance their scientific skills and abilities. Looking at the original lesson that you described, 
how would you enhance that lesson to engage students in asking questions, make claims from 
evidence, or engage in argumentation? Please also list any criteria you are using with students. 
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Appendix J – Utilizing CER 

Participant ID Number: __________________ 
 
Your Task: Please describe a lesson where your students have engaged in making claims, 
evaluated evidence, and/or provided reasoning. If you haven’t used this NGSS aligned teaching 
practice before, feel free to take a guess as to how you would incorporate CER (Claim, 
Evidence, Reasoning). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CER Summary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Second Look 
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Appendix K – Concept Map Templates 

Template #1 

 
Template #2 
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Template #3 

 
Template #4 

 

	

1	 2	

3	 4	

	

Q1	 Q2	

Q3	
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Appendix L – Program Photos 
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Appendix M – Participants Curriculum Maps 
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Appendix N – Developing Anchoring Questions Strategy 

Day 1 – Phenomenon 1:“What caused the crater to be on fire?” 
Phenomenon 2: “What causes the blue fire lines when the eruptions are yellowish-orange?” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day 2 – Phenomenon 1: “What factors influenced the white rhino to go extinct?” 
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Day 2 – Phenomenon 2: “What’s causing coral to develop a chemical sunscreen?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Day 3 – Phenomenon 1:“How does plastic or trash end up in places (such as the poles) where 
humans don’t normally go?” 
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Appendix O – Follow-up Survey Using Qualtrics 

*Administered four to six months after teachers completed the program 

Question 1: Have you introduced students to any global climate change topics yet? 

¨ Yes 

¨ No 

¨ Planning to sometime this year 

 

Question 2: Have you used any of the resources provided from the program yet? Can be from 

the Google Drive, Padlet, Email Chain, etc. 

¨ Yes 

¨ No 

¨ Planning to sometime this year 

 

Question 3: In what ways (if any) did the program influence the way you teach about global 

climate change or in general? It can be with content, approach, teaching strategies, etc. Answer 

“N/A’ if the program did not help you in any way. 
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Appendix P – Follow-up Survey Full Report Using Qualtrics 

 

Default Report

GCC Program Follow Up
April 28, 2019 3:22 PM MDT

Q1 - Have you introduced students to any global climate change topics yet?

Yes

No

Planning to

sometime this

school year.

0 5 10 15 20 25

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Have you introduced students to any global climate change

topics yet?
1.00 3.00 1.42 0.82 0.67 33

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field
Choice

Count

1 Yes 78.79% 26

2 No 0.00% 0

3 Planning to sometime this school year. 21.21% 7

33
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Q2 - Have you used any of the resources provided from the program yet? Can be from

the Google Drive, Padlet, Email Chain, etc.

Yes

No

Planning to

sometime this

school year.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Have you used any of the resources provided from the program

yet? Can be from the Google Drive, Padlet, Email Chain, etc.
1.00 3.00 1.21 0.59 0.35 33

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field
Choice

Count

1 Yes 87.88% 29

2 No 3.03% 1

3 Planning to sometime this school year. 9.09% 3

33
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Q3 - In what ways (if any) did the program influence the way you teach about global

climate change or teach in general? It can be with content, approach, teaching strategies,

etc. Answer “NA” if the program did not help you.

In what ways (if any) did the program influence the way you teach about glo...

I have introduced stemscopes to my dean who wants every science teacher to use. I also had my students analyze a case study on climate change to

inform them on different sources of data. I’ve also tied in the recent California fires to climate change.

I am working on beginning every unit with an anchoring phenomenon and an essential question. I’m using more claim evidence reasoning throughout

the lessons. I also am going to begin teaching weather and climate by first introducing scientific consensus on climate change.

I have changed my phenomenon for two of my units to incorporate human impacts, and I am leading my own PD at my school for high school and middl

school teachers using the strategies and phenomenon you introduced to me

I tried to sprial it more to show students the relevence of the topics

Primarily pushed me away from "shock & awe" strategies to a systems approach rich with observable phenomena and questions.

The resources organized in NGSS format was a real help. Many lessons were easy to implement in classrooms. Thank you for all the simple ways to

incorporate every student's question and navigate through the NGSS steps while using the 5E models. Awesome workshops and wonderful materials.

I have started using the questioning phenomena teaching strategy where individuals and groups create a question to formulate a Claim, find Evidence,

and conclude with Reasoning. I teach Space science in first semester, I begin climate and Earth processes in 2nd semester.

I have used the different examples provided as well as the teaching strategies to start the unit.

I like the CER approach for the phenomenon.

I made sure to include reasoning as an element in my student responses not just claim and evidence. I also made sure to talk about consensus and how

the research on climate change is an example about how science works and creates new knowledge. I am using many of the clips we saw in the

workshop. I have aos been using the questioning strategy after observing a phenomenon.

Seriousness. Before the program, i was one of those that believed some scientists still questioned anthropological causes, now I know for certain and it

is urgent.

I have change my terminology from global warming to global change. we are doing more project based learning. I try to tie everything we do into

global change. When new information is presented I make it a point to inform my students.

I have so far used content, teaching strategies, & the approach(es) we worked on during the GCC workshop. It has had a lasting impact on my teaching

of science generally & of climate change in particular! I feel incredibly lucky to have had the opportunity to take advantage of Kelly's deep knowledge

& skills, as well as those of my peers in the workshop & the experts whose resources were made available to us via the drive & the padlet.

Wow, where do I start? first off this program gave me a greater awareness and clarity of the actual extent of the problem that is occuring. The

argument is not if there is a negative human influence on the climate but how bad is the human influence on the climate. I will use evidence to influence

students to consider the effect that each of them have on the environment and what they can individually do or change to help mitigate some of the

negative effects.
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In what ways (if any) did the program influence the way you teach about glo...

Helped to strategize more efficiently ideas to implement anchoring questions.

I will continue to use the anchoring question method in the next semester using current events that are relevant to student life in a micro and macro

scale.

It helped me think about my approach to ICS and redefining how I present new units and content. It has been a slow process to implement some of the

info from the Climatr Change workshop but mostly because I’m a first year teacher. I’m planning on utilizing more from the workshops each semester.

It has allowed me to make certain topics in biology more relatable for my students. This is something that I have always struggled with.

I really appreciate the support and resources provided. I feel I was challenged with 8th graders on the phenomenon—-the respect was not there nor

the appreciation to be curious. My 6th graders on the other hand are handling much better! It needs to introduced much earlier to build that sense of

wanting to learning. I was having difficulty with google drive pad let. I do much more stations learning and students writing a “cer” I call it a evidence

base conclusion. Students still struggle to provide quantitative and or quantitative data to their claim.

I have more content to teach, more clarity in anchoring question development that is student centered, and a more concrete way to teach CER with

great examples. I also have so many new resources, but not enough time to peruse them all that you have given me a plethora of summer work in 2019

as I seek how to incorporate all I can from the resources to make our NGSS Life Science curriculum that much better. The program was amazing and

NEEDS to be replicated by someone!

I'm using more phenomena to introduced the unit and b individual lessons. I'm having students think more critically by using evidence to support their

arguments and explain their reasonings, and I'm trying to tie in climate change whenever the moment presents itself.

Yes- I use the structure of coming up with a anchoring question as a class together, I taught claim-evidence-reasoning using the car commercial

resource, and I have used a few of the STEMScopes resources we were given access to

Teaching strategies and resources to better teach students accurate information

The program greatly influenced how I organize my curriculum. Instead of introducing a stand alone topic - It is now consistently related to global

phenomenon. I gained deep insight as to how to do this from the content of the program. I have also adjusted how topics are introduced using the

inquiry methods I learned in the program. This was exactly what I needed to feel empowered with knowledge and strategies to embrace NGSS. Thank

You! Also - my students are loving it!

It influenced me in my approach to content. I used to think that climate change was a unit in the semester, but now I can see it's connection to other

topics throughout the semester.

1. I use an Anchoring Phenomena to start every unit of study. I have taken the time to instruct students on the qualities that make a good Anchoring

Phenomena question. 1b. I also use an investigative phenomena for the students' lab 2. When I teach about a global climate change issue, I present it as

a "system", such as the biosphere, that is interrelated to other systems (hydrosphere, geosphere, etc. I also get students to think about the global

climate issue using a "systems thinking" approach. 3. I have modeled the CER (Claim, Evidence, Reasoning) for students to describe their

understanding of the science concepts they have just learn; I use it as part of their assessment.

I finally understood how I can use phenomena and how to get students to generate questions!

I am using the student generated questions to guide units. I am deciding activities that lead students to learning not me telling them hat to learn. And I

am sharing resources with peers.

The program helped me understand the urgency and importance of teaching about climate change. Now I just have to figure when I’m going to do it.

The program is influencing how we will be approaching and selecting our next text book adoption. Seeking publishers that are addressing global

climate change accurately.

Good resources and strategies to teach the content. Real life applications of the content.
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End of Report

In what ways (if any) did the program influence the way you teach about glo...

All of the above, it was an eye opener that introduced new teaching strategies, which built confidence in taking a newer and more appealing approach
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